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This represents the Final Technical Report for NASA Cooperative
Agreement NCC 5-22. This cooperative agreement represents a continua-
tion of NASA Grant NSG 5014 which ran between July 1, 1974 and March
31, 1980. Some of the projects undertaken in NCC 5-22 are carry-over
projects from NSG 5014.
The details of the work done under NCC 5-22 have been covered
in the Semi-Annual Reports, but an overview of the major aspects of
the work effort is given below.
I. Landsat
The major effort of the Cooperative Agreement has been the work
of Emily Bryant and the forestry group who have used computer classi-
fication of Landsat data for forest type mapping in New England. Ap-
pendix A represents a major summary of the forestry work at Dartmouth
and Appendix B is a summary of the work accomplished by Gibb Dodge
and his colleagues at the University of New Ilcmpshire Cooperative
Extension Service in Cooperation with Dartmouth College.
II. Remote Sensing of Volcanic Emissions
The principal activities of the group concerned with remote
:	 sensing of volcanic emissions centered around the development of
remote sensors for SO Z and HC1 gas,and their use at appropriate
volcanic sites. We were involved in two major areas, Masaya, Nic-
aragua, and St. Helens, Washington and several minor ones. Travel
funds were supplied by others to allow deployment of our instruments.
Such funs also allowed attendance at meetings at which our volcanic
gas work was reported.
MOtt
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The correlation spectrometer was used successfully at many
volcanoes to measure SO 2
 flux. A chapter was contributed to
the book "Volcano Forecasting" in which we discussed the use of
the correlation spectrometer as a tool for remote sensing (Stoiber
et al., 1983, See Appendix E). We developed a simple real time
computer link for the Cospec. A small version of the Cospec was
field tested with promising results. The HC1 remote sensor, Gaspec,
was modified extensively,but field tests were inconclusive. The
limit of sensitivity of HC1 may not have been sufficiently improved
to allow successful use of the instrument in the field.
St Helens. Our part in the scientific observations and study
of the products of Mt. St. Helens encompassed four periods which
were both before and after the major eruption of May 18, 1980. We
determined that gases before the eruption contained a small magmatic
component as compared with those during and after the eruption. Our
method of measuring the SO 2
 flux was adopted by the U. S. Geological
Survey Observatory staff who monitor the volcano. The Rave mission
of Septe_.ber, 1980 in which our group participated was an effective
collaboration of several scientists in joint studies of the qases.
Reprints enclosed in Appendix F. (Stoiber et al., 1980; Stoiber
et al., 1981; and Casadevall et al., 1981) report the results of our
St. Helens work. Our effective and extensive cooperation within the
media (press, radio ana television) during the period of major erup-
tion served to help inform the public accurately about what was going
on.
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Masaya, Nicara qua. The volcano is giving off unusually large
quantities of SO 2 . We have studied the SO 2 Flux and the associated
gases with a group of scientists brought together from several disci-
plines the group studied the nature of the gases, the effect on
rain, on soils, and on plants. Some observations relative to the
effect on health were made (Stoiber and Williams, 1982 in Appendix
F.). SO 2 flux was large but showed major variations from day to
day. We attempted unsuccessfully to correlate major fluctuations
with earth tides although some minor changes may be related. Several
variations in flux remained unexplained. The final report on this
project is in preparation although there have been interim publications
(listed in Appendix E.).
Other efforts during the program included the pioneering of
Cospec use in a plane flying through and beneath volcanic plumes
during the NCAR mission to study volcanoes in Guatemala, Feb. 1980,
of which we were a part (see Appendix E.). Our study of gases at
Fuego volcano integrates much of our data (Rose et al., 1982 in
Appendix F.). We have also contributed to keeping abreast of volcanic
eruptions in the standard reporting system of the Smithsonian, the
SEAN reports, (Appendix E). We have been joint authors on a general
paper on the volcanism of Central America (Carr et al., 1982 in Ap-
pendix F.).
Much of the gas measurements are now being brought together in
a paper being prepared for publication this year in which the annual
flux from volcanoes of SO 2i HC1, HF and HBr is estimated. This is
_J
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a result of our volcanic studies of the past years in which NASA
support has played an important role.
III. Status of Remote Sensing at Dartmouth
During the course of this grant the data link between Dartmouth
and the Goddard Institute for Space Studies was discontinued. This
link had served the research effort since 1974 including NASA Grants
NSG 5014, NCC 5-22, and NAG 5-159. In addition, the link was used
extensively in educating Dartmouth students to the use of digital
processed Landsat Data. Numerous graduate and undergraduate students
ran projects and theses on the system, and many more students took
a formal Dartmouth course, Earth Science 32 "Applications of Remote
Sensing to the Earth Sciences" which made extensive use of the system.
However, remote sensing will not end at Dartmouth now. Two
systems useful for instruction of students have been developed for
the Dartmouth System as a part of this project. These are the GIGI
SHOW Package developed by Emily Bryant (Appendix C) and the DRESS
Package (Dartmouth Remote Sensing System) developed by Paul Fisher
as a part of the undergraduate course, Earth Science 32 (Appendix D).
We anticipate using both of these systems in future student instruc-
tion.
In addition to the above two systems developed for use on the
Dartmouth mainframe computer, the Earth Science Department has
purchased the APPLEPIPS Image Processing System to run on our Apple IIe
computer. This will also be used for in house work.
d
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The research efforts will be continued by Birnie who has
proposed to NASA through J.P.L. a remote sensing study using
Landsat 4 data.
IV. Bibliography and Reprints
A bibliography of papers published under the auspices of this
grant, including some carried over from NSF 5014 is given in
Appendix E. Some of the work initiated during the earlier grant had
not been published by the time of its final report. They are, there-
fore, included herein. A collection of some of the most significant
reprints are also provided in Appendix F.
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0. Introduction and Summary
The NASA grant to Dartmouth for investigation of earth
resources via remote sensing was established in 19'14 and will end
E
	
	
in mid - 1983. In the interrim, many people have been exposed to
Landsat and its capabilities, and many have learned how to
extract information from digital data. The goal of the forestry
group has been to use computer classification of Landsat data to
make useful forest type maps for the field forester. Techniques
for classification of forests in New EnglanH have been developed,
and they have been tested on application areas. We have found
that Landsat can be used to map New England forests, and
recommend that we move on to operational systems. Details
follow.
I. Major Projects
A. Coos County In this first major project, Landsat data of
Coos County, NH was classified using a simple set of five forest,
one open, and one water signature. Using a sample area, the five
Landsat forest categories were calibrated to match the two
categories (softwood and hardwood) used by the US Forest Service
in their inventory of New Hampshire forests. Using this
calibration, Landsat acreages of softwood and hardwood for the
whole county turned out to be within 10% of Forest Service
acreages. Cheshire County was also classified, with si,nilar
results.
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Although the techniques used here were somewhat primitive
(no boundary program available, and geometrically uncorrected
data), the pro j ect demonstrated that Landsat data could have
useful forest informat { on in it, particularly in inventorying
softwood and hardwood types. This project was presented as a
short paper at the LARS symposium, and was published in the
Journal of Forestry and the Mount Washington Observatory
Bulletin.
B. Seven Islands. The Seven Islands Land Company manages
about 2 million acres of forest land in northern. Maine and New
Hampshire. The project we did in cooperation with them was in a
way a refinement of the Coos Coun^y project. Landsat data was
geoz;orrected, a boundary program was available, and the ground
trutn available to us was more d etailed and thorough than the
Forest Service figures. Landsat categories were again calibrated
to "ground truth" ca^egories using a sample area. Acreage tallies
of hardwood, mixed wood, and softwood were made for each of the
29 townships comprising the Ashland District. For the area as a
whole ( 112 million acreas), the Landsat classification acreages
came out to within 51 of the Seven Islands inventory information.
Cost estimate: 2.6 cents per acre. Tnis was a good project !
Landsat measured up quite well to hard grourd truth data. It was
presented at the National Workshop on Integrated Inventories of
Renewable Natural Resources, published in the proceedings of
this, and published in a slightly different form in
I
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Photograinmetric Engineering and Remote Sensing magazine.
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C. Clearcuts. This project was not as well defined as the
previous two, perhaps because ground truth is harder to come by
for clearcuts. Numerous clearcut areas in northern New Hampshire
were classified in various years. We learned two basic thirds 	 #
from this effort: First, clearcuts of about 10 acres or larger
can be detected using Landsat, but they confuse with other open
areas. Second, change in clearcuts due to rapid regrowth can
also be detected. Although we tried to quantify these results,
they are really more qualitative than quantitive. This did,
however, add a new dimension (forest vs. opf;n) to the Landsat
forest classification repertoire, which previously concentrated
,just on the softwood vs. hardwood distinction within the forest
category. This was presented as a poster paper at the 13th ERIM
syutposium, and was published in the proceedings thereof.
D. Gypsy Motti. The area corresponding to the Keene, NH USGS
15 minute quadrangle was classified using 1973, 1980, and 1981
Landsat data, to see now useful Landsat might be in monitoring
the gypsy moth defoliation which occurred in 1980 and 1981.
Heavy defoliation could be detected in the classification, but 	
t
medium and light could nor.. Although we tried to develop distinct
categories for defoliation, it, like the clearcuts seemed to
confuse with the other open categories. One can use a time
sequence to separate defoliation, which is a dynamic feature,
from open areas, which are relatively static. This opens a whole
can of temporal signature extension, worms, which are addressed in
E. below.
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Tre gypsy moth classification maps were not timely enough to
be useful to people in NH who were concerned about where and
whether to spray for 1982. This was due to several things,
including new format "square pixel" tapes and Emily's working 112
instead of full time. The lesson to be learned here is not so
much ;hat defoliation can be detected, but that the process of
making maps needs to be streamlined. This project was written up
but not published or pr::sented.
E. Fudge Factor. (The Infamous). The "fudge factor"
technique is a method of temporal signature extension which
developed during several projects over the course of the grant.
It was particularly relevant in mapping clearcuts and gypsy moth
defoliation because they cnange river time. The approach taken was
to determine a linear correction transformation for eaci. spectral
band in a new Landsat pass to compensate for atmospheric and
other differences between it and a base pass. The new data would
then be transformed so that the signatures from the base pass
could be used directly on the transformed data. This technique
was tested most thoroughly as part of the gypsy moth project,
where five passes, all in July, were classified with the same
signatures, but with data corrected by fudge factors.
The fudge fa ,-, tor technique seems to work well qualitatively
-- it puts lanai features in the right category and in the right
place -- but not quantitively -- acreages of unchanged features
between passes are too variable to be useful. I still think the
area is worth working on because:
i
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1) Sometimes the FF technique does work well, even
quantitatively, and I have not yet figured out whether we could
conquer the variability or what causes it.
and 2) If people are going to monitor changes in the
landscape using Landsat, it is really important to have some way
of making categories that are co,.3isteat over time.
This technique is partially discussed in the ERIM clearcut
paper, and I hope to write it up more thoroughly soon.
F. Fanning. The Ashland District (same data as in the Seven
Islands project) was classified using the fanning algorithmn. The
fanning algorithm is useful in a landscape consisting of two pure
types (in this case softwood and hardwood) and continuously
varying mixtures of the pure types. In theory it quantifies the
proportion of pure types in the mixture pixels. In this
application, the fan had to be partitioned differently than
expected to match the four ground truth categories (softwood, SH,
HS and Hardwood). Once partitioned using a sample area, however,
it was consistent over the whole district. In this project, then,
as in others, we found that if you want to match Landsat
categories to users' categories, you really need a sample of the
users' categories -- a mere description, such as 11 25% hardwood"
is not enough. This project was . • esented as a poster paper at
the 15th ERIM symposium, and was published in the proceedings.
G. MAPPIX. As a summer internship for the Computer and
Information Science Program, Emily attempted to design a
user-oriented Landsat / Geobased information system. Design was
A-9
done, but a prototype was never completed. If a geobased
information system ever gets started at Dartmouth, this could
perhaps serve as a starting point. The system is not oriented
toward graphic devices, which could be a mistake, but on the
E ;
	
	
other hand, it is theoretically independent of any device, which
is a bonus.
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	 The internship is described further in a report, and there
is a notebook of information on the project.
II. Applications.
A significant part of the accomplishment of the forestry
section was in establishing contacts with practicing foresters
and in application of techniques developed in projects to their
areas of c.on ,::ern. Some of the more important applications are
described below.
A. Forest Fire. Softwood, hardwood, and clearcut signatures
were used in a Landsat classification of the Plymouth and Rumney
15 minute quadrangles for John Ricard, the local Forest Fire
District Chief. Softwood and clearcuts, areas of higher fire
hazard, were his areas of interest. The Landsat categories were
accurate enough to be of some use, but before the maps could be
practical, some improvements would have to be made: the maps
would have to be in their standard format (1:62,500 scale), be
combined with topographic information, and be cheaper.
4
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B. Deer Yard. Deer yards are associated with dense softwood
areas. Howie Nowell of the New Hampshire Fish and Game Department
found Landsat printouts of several towns in southwestern New
Hampshire useful in locating potential deer yards, especially
since his funding for field personnel had been cut back. He is in
I
fact arranging to get more Landsat maps through Gary Smith at the
University of Vermont (since Dartmouth can no longer provide
them). He is perhaps the sole example of a person who has seen
our Landsat work and pursued it on his own because it seemed like
the most practical way of doing his job. This was presented at
the 1981 LARS symposium by Kevin Doran.
C. Belknap County. Belknap County, unlike the other three
counties in the Nd North Country R C and D area, did cot have a
forest type map. Through cooperation with the Belknap County
Extension Service and the North Country R C and D, Landsat
signatures from previous work were field checked, modified to
suit the needs of the local foresters, and a Landsat
classification map of the county was made. The output was in two
forms: a 1:62,500 scale reduction of the lineprinter output, and
a photographic product made courtesy of NASA's ERRSAC program.
This made from a tape of the classification using their film
recorder. This was significant, not only because the county was
classified, but also because it meant that something produced
here could in fact be exported and successfully put on another
system (admittedly with quite a few false starts).
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D. White Mountain National Forest. Signatures developed to
classify clearcuts were used to classify the entire White
Mountain National Forest (about 800,000 acres). Reaction from
the foresters was that the map was better for high level
foresters than for field foreaters. I think it would have been
different if the output had been a color picture instead of yards
and yards of paper printout, which is hard to take in.
III. Concepts, Techniques, and Programs.
As particular projects and applications progressed, certain
classification techniques, computer programs, and ways of looking
at things developed.
A. Signature Package Concept. At first we treated spectral
signatures as stand-alone items: once developed, we felt they
could be catalogued and stored and subsequently pulled out in a
mix and match fashion according to the application at hand. As it
turns out, however, the ^,erformance or accuracy of one signature
is dependent upon the other signatures being used with it in a
classification. For example, order of signatures and amount of
overlap between one signature and another affect, a
classification, but cannot be determined from individual
signatures. All in all, one must evaluate a classification or
package of signatures as a whole.
B. Rational Signatures. Given signatures for two or more
pure types, one can create signatures for mixtures of the two
types without having any training site for them. This is done by
A-12
interpolating between the signatures of the two pure types
(similar to the fanning algorithm). Sometimes this is convenient
when mixture areas are small or ground truth for them is less
	 I
reliable than for the pure type areas. This points out an
advanta.e of a classification system such as ours which does not
	 i
make signatures directly from training sites (Usually this seems
i
like a disadvantage.) Exactly what the proportions are of the
pure types in the mixture pixels is not known.
	
1
C. DELTAS and OPTIMIZE Programs	 DELTAS was written by
Emily and OPTIMIZE was written by Michael Sruzga as a project for
ES 32 (Remote Sensing). These are programs which give graphic
i
(DELTAS) and quantitative (OPTIMIZE) predictions of the
performance of a set of signatures on a specified range of
classification parameters. They are based on reflected radiance
values from training sites These programs can be used as a
preliminary tool in developing a signature package. The idea is
to avoid the effort and confusion involved in the trial and error
approach. The bottlenecK in these procedures is the manual
connection between the GISS computer (where the data are) and the
Dartmouth computer (where the DELTAS and OPTIMIZE programs are).
D. f r1IST Program. This program was written by Dan Goodwin
and is on the GIST computer. It takes a classified map as input
and can rotate, ch%nge scale, and change symbols, to create
Landsat printouts to match maps or photos which are at a scale or
orientation different from the standard lineprinter output. It
can adjust scale independently for the X and Y directions, and
-bI
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can thus compensate for the new square-pixel format tapes. The
source code is in file EFESB.TWIST5 and is well documented in the
code as well as in a writeup which Emily has.
E. REGISTER Program. This program is on the Dartmouth
computer. It creates a linear transformation between the pixel
coordinates of two Landsat passes given the coordinates of three
ground control points. It works very well on areas of about 400
by 400 pixels and is very useful when trying to locate
corresponding features on two Landsat passes. It suffers from the
same problem as DELTAS and OPTIMIZE -- manual transfer of
coordinates between GISS and Dartmouth. In my opin-,)n, a program
such as this (perhaps more sophisticated) should be an integral
part of any geographic information system which aims to be
practical.
F. CLASSIFY Program. This is also on the Dartmouth computer.
It is a primitive classification program which has the GISS
algorithm, Box algorithm (rectangular parallelepiped), Euclidean
distance algorithm, and a simple unsupervised classification. It
is quite inefficient and un-robust, and is limited to
classification of Landsat data wnicn are in terminal format files
o.^ the Dartmouth computer, but it has served as a demonstration
piece in classes.
G. DRESS. Paul Fisher wrote this as a term project for ES 32
(remote sensing.) From Landsat data, it can make gray scales,
print out counts and energies, and select windows of data. The
,,
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data is in random access files, which makes it faster. It is
more user-friendly, robust and efficient than CLASSIFY.
H. SIGPACK. The file EFESB.SIGPACK is on the GISS computer
and consists of descriptions and listings of signature packages
developed and used in the forestry group over the past eight
years. The signatures and parameters are in such a format that
f
they can be "COPY"ed directly to a classification program using
Wylbur. It seems as if this could be one of the more useful
legacies of the forestry group. See Appendix Al for a listing of 	 f
EFESB.SIGPACK.
I. Color Printouts. Following the example of people at
Colorado State, we ordered several colors of ribbons for the
1 inepr in ter and found ttia t, w l th some of f or t, color pr in touts
could be made. One printout is run through the printer several
times, wi to different symbols and different  color ribbon each
time. Better than black and white, but certainly not a production
procedure !
IV. Things That Never Worked. (Perhaps this should be left out !)	 1
There are always some things that work better than others.
Here are some that did not work out well, together with some
speculations on why they did not. Perhaps someone can learn from
our experience.
A. Poplar. Poplar stays green longer than other hardwoods in
the fall, so one would expect that distinct signatures could be
developed for these types. We found, however, that
rq
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1) Things other than poplars (e.g. alders) also stay green, and
2) Both latitude and altitude affect the phenological stage of
the tree so much in the fall that spatial signature extension is
very limited.
B. Pine-hemlock vs. Spruce-fir. We never licked the problem
of separating these softwood types in classification of Landsat
data. The pine-hemlock signature seems to fall directly on the
continuum between the pure spruce-fir and pure hardwood
signatures and thus conf uses with a mixture of these two types.
C. Tree Density and Size. Some indication of density of
trees (e.g. almost clearcut vs. full canopy) and size (e.g.
sapling vs. mature) can be found in Landsat data, but we have not
been able to get a detailed enough distinction to help
significantly in estimation of ti;nber volume. Perhaps the better
resolution of Landsat 4 will help here.
D. Spruce Budworm. We tried to classify areas defoliated by
spruce Dudworm, but were not successful. Gibb thinks it is
because the areas of defoliation are too small and scattered. I
think that it is also made difficult because there is no ;round
trutr detailed enough to use in developing signatures.
E. Groveton Papers Company. A map was made of one of the COv►,pa^+^"^^
o^
Groveton Papers Company land in northern New hampshire. Unit
boundaries and roads were superimposed using the line program.
Although the folks at Groveton have been helpful over a long
period of time, this map did not seem to go any place. Some
possible explanations are:
f
-^I
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- They were too busy at the time to embark on something new.
- Our turnaround time in making the maps was too slow, perhaps
due to among other things, the awkwardness of using some of the
GISS system.
- the output is cumbersome.
F. Time History and Multitemporal Classifications. Little
was done in this area, largely because there was no registered
data available. This meant that changes in the landscape over
	
i	 time had to be monitored by visual rather than automatic
comparison of classifications at two points in time.
G. Ramtek. The Ramtek color CRT display at Dartmouth worked
for a while in about 1976, 1978, and then in 1982 at CRREL. The
rest of the time it did not function due to both hardware and
software problems. I think this is largely because there was no
one at Dartmouth responsible for it or willing to take it on. It
would have been helpful to have, especially if there had been
interactive classification capability (I don't believe there is
	
`i	 even now.)
V. Field Work
A. Visits to the Field. Gibb Dodge, Ken Sutherland, Kevin
Doran, and I made numerous visits both on the ground and in the
air, to areas we classified. Some of the trips were:
To Second Connecticut Lake and Dartmouth College Grant
(northern NH) to look at spruce-fir and hardwood areas.
l
r
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To Christine Lake, South Ponds, Dummer, Stratford Bog, Nash
Bog, and Indian Stream ( all in northern NH) to look at clearcu is .
To northern Maine to look at the Seven Islands project
applications area and at the spruce budworm infestation.
B. Aerial photos. We had aerial photos of the following	 1
areas flown to use as Ground truth (all were color 9" by 9"
f orcnat) .
Second Connecticut Lake (northern NH)
Dar tmoutn College Grant (northern NH)
Stratford Bog, South Ponds, and vicinity ( northern NH)
Gale River (northern NH)
Andorra Forest, Fox Forest, Pillsbury State Forest
(southwestern NH)
Calvin Coolidge State Forest (middle - eastern VT)
Babbitt Hill (Lisbon, NH)
Cherry Ponds (northwestern NH)
C. Field Plots. About 400 forestry field plots total were
1
taken to che( : k classification categories. These included tallies 	 t
f
of density, size, and species of trees on a 1/10 acre prism plot.
The areas were Second Connecticut Lake, Dartmouth College Grant,
and Babbitt Hill. Plots were located on printouts, and then
classification categories compared with plot tallies.
VI. Communications with the Outside World
'I- Dil^
6R' . •`
{
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A. Publications. The forestry group has published or
presented 11 papers. the Journal of Forestry article and the
article in Photogrammetric Engineering and Remote Sensing
magazine seem most important to me. A list of publications i •s in
Appendix E . Some reprints are also provided (Appendix F).
B. Conferences Attended.
LARS symposium on Machine Processing of Remotely Sensed
Data' Em attended in 1975, Gibb and Em attended in 1976 and
presented a short paper, and Kevin attended and gave a short
paper in 1981.
ERIM Symposium on Remote Sensing of Environment: 11th (1977)
-- Gibb and Em attended; 13th (1979) -- Gibb, Em, and Ken
attended and gave a poster paper; 15th (1981) -- Em and Steve
Ungar gave a poster paper.
National Workshop on Integrated Inventories of Renewable
Natural Resources, Tucson, AZ, Jan., 1978. Gibb, Em, ana Sam
Warren of Seven Islands Land Company attended and presented the
Seven Islands paper.
RSGNNE (Remote Sensing Group of Northern New England). Gibb
anJ/or Em attended this every year and presented a paper once or
twice.
National Workshop on In-Place Resource Inventories, Orono,
ME, Aug, 1981.	 Em attended this.
Nortneastern Regional Conference on Landsat, Storrs, Conn.,
Nov., 1975.
	
Gibb, Era, and others attended this.
3
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Meeting of the Classification Society, Rochester, NY, May,	 f
1976. Em and Gibb attended and presented a paper.
C. Classes and Talks Given. Gibb and/or Em gave guest
lectures in remote sensing classes about three times at UNH and
about eight times at Dartmouth. This usually consisted of a
description of how classification of Landsat data works, and of
an applications project.
Talks were also given to the Nd section of the Society of
American Foresters, the Grafton County Soil Conservation
District, the Squam Lakes Science Center, and others.
D. Dartmouth Remote Sensing Meetings. These meetings were
held sporadically (more or less once a month, from 1979 to 1982)
and were inostly a means for everyone working on the grant to sit
down in the same room and chat. A short talk was given each time,
occaisionaily by an outside speaker , such as from CRR r.L or PIC.
A final meeting was held in honor of the accomplishments of the
grant, and aoout 20 to 30 people came from as far away as Boston
and New York.
VII. Results and Impact of :;ie Forestry Group
Gibb will have more to say on this, but I would like to make
a few points:
A. We found a good working combination for a research
project -- that is, a practicing forester (Gibb), an applied
research person (Em) supported by more theoretical researchers
(at GISS). I think the key to success is having enough links in
JJ
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the chain of people from abstract researcher to field person. If
there is mutual trust and respect between each link and their
adjacent links, then the information can flow. If there isn't, it
can't. For instance, I think that contacts with paper companies
would have been minimal and less successful if Em had tried to
initiate them instead of working through Gibb.
6. Education. Through the forestry group's efforts, a lot of
people outside the group were educated about the capabilities of
Landsat, and a lot of people inside the grant learned wnat a
"pixel" is and how to classify it using the GISS system. There
were about 100 people who worked in connection with the Grant
over the past eight years.
C. Simple Approach. Throughout the years, the forestry group
has generally taken on projects that ,sere simple and
straightforward (e.g. mapping softwood and hardwood) rather than 	 i
I
attacking the more intricate things (e.g. determining density).
There always seemed to be more useful information to be gotten
with less effort using this approach. 	 Thus some relevant lines
of research were not pursued very far or were not done
successfully because tney were judged to be too elaborate. Theses
can be left to the big research outfits with their hoardes of
people and fancy computers. I think we got quite a bit
ac.-complisned, considering that there was usually no more than the	 ti
equivalent of Lwo full-time people working ca the project at any
one time.
o
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IX. Conclusions
For detailed, specific conclusions, see the project
summaries in sectins I, II, and III, or the individual write-ups
of projects. A gross, overall conclusion can be expressed in a
single graph of what New England forests look like in color
space:
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To say it in words, you can map forests in New England iis!ng
Landsat. The basic distinctions you can make are between softwood
and hardwoods (and mixtures) and between forested land and open
land (and stages in oetween). 1 hope to write this up in the
MADSIG paper. 'erhaps this generalized picture of the New
England Vegetation has something to do with Kauth and Thomas's
Tasseled Cap phenomenon. (LARS 1976, I believe)
IX. Recommendations
Over the past eight or 10 years, many people have worked
painstakingly on such things as development of classification
techniques, evaluation of classification algorithms, and
F	 .
r
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determination of pixel - by - pixel accuracy of classification
categories. This includes the forestry and geology groups at
Dartmouth, people at GISS, and people in other research projects
around the country and the world (e.g.LARS, ERIM). It seems to me
that we may now be at the point where we have found out a lot of
the basic capabilities of Landsat, and should start putting them
together in a form that can be used easily, efficiently, and in
combination with other kinds of information. New technologies
such as array processors and fancy graphics devices make this
t
more feasible.	 {
Specific recommendatins for the GISS system follow (bear in
mind that free advice is worth what you pay for it !)
1) If the system with its unique algorithm is worth
preserving, it should be redesigned from the top down. Right now
4
there are patches upon patches, which people don't understand
because they were put on by a programmer three generations ago.
2) Create a comprehensive written user manual for the
system. Right now, I believe the user manual resides in the
brains of a combination of people. There is no single source of
information on how to use it. The documentation should include a
definitive description of the classification algorithm.
3) Freeze the system and package it so that others can
acquire it and put it on their systems.
	 1 '
i
4) Incorporate in the system a program such as OPTIMIZE or
DE TAS, which allows the person cresting signatures to base their
i
optimization of classification parameters on statistics developed
1
r
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from training sites. This would wake the classification procedure
wore rational and scientific instead of a blind magic act. The
GISS algorithm requires this more than some less sophisticated
algorithms (such as the parallelepiped algorithm) because the
unaided user's brain cannot comprehend how the algorithm will
behave when parameters are adjusted.
5) Another way of improving the process of developing
classifications would be making it interactive. The Ramtek
perhaps could be used, including use of the track ball to select
training sites, feed them into an OPTIMIZE - like program and
come out with a preliminary classification, without the user's
having to know what Lhe signatures or delmax values are. Fine
tuning of the classification could also be interactive.
6) Landsat information will be most useful if it can be
plugged in to other forms of information -- it will need some way
of converting pixel coordinates to other coordinates
automatically (e.g. the REGISTER program described in Section
III.)
One final exhortation on the general trend of things: When
Landsat 4 and SPOT data become available and/or when the use of
remote sensing data becomes operational, there will be a lot more
data to handle. When this happens, we will have to turn our
attention away from research and development of details of
Landsat capabilities, and focus on application of the best
results of the research and development in an operational way.
A-24
Then we can create geographic information that serves people's
needs.
'M
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*** GRANT SIGNATURES. LINES 8-24. THESE SIGNATURES WERE DEVELOPED FOR
LANDSAT `'ATA OF Ji/! y 24, 1973. SCN[D 1366-15060, PATH 14, ROW 29,
THEY WERE USED It THE CLASSIFICATION OF COOS AND CHESHIRE
COUNTIES IN NEW HAMPSHIRE. THIS CLASSIFICATION IS DESCRIBED
IN THE ARTICLE BY D59GE AND BRYANl. "FOREST TYPE MAPPING
WITH SATELLITE DATA' IN THE Ai|GU q T, 1976 ISSUE OF THE JOURNAL
OF FORESTRY
F. 8R y AN[, 26 MAR. 1980^
SAMPLE RUN ** GRANT
GISS TAPES: A0079 (GEOCUR); A00526 (UNCORRECTED)
SCNID='1366-i50600',GE000R=T
ULHC=45O,270O,SIZE=30Ov200
NUMSIG=7
WBRT=7*.1
DELMA«=^8,^045,^04,^04,~04,^07,.07
SIG01=.29, ^ 12 " .06,.07	 ORIGINAL PAC-1.7.Qs
NAMEO1='WATER' 	 OF POOR
SIG02=^43,,2,~45,1^32
NOME O2='SOFTWOOD'
SIG03=^42,^2,.53,1-61
NAME03='SOFTWOOD'
SIGO4=^44,.2,^65,2,O4
NAME04='S-H'
SIG05=^44,.2,^74,2,47
NAME85='H-S'
9I006=°43,°217~89,3~2
NAME06='HARDWOOD'
SIG07=^53,.33,,74,?.3
NAME07=~FIELD'
'
***RUN 13. LINES 38-91~ THESE SIGNATURES WERE DEVELOPED FOR THE LANDSAT DAT A
OF JUNE 26,1975, SCNID 5068-14433, PATH 14, ROW 29 (NORTHERN NH)
WE WERE TRYTN p TO DI q CRTMTNATE CLEARCUTS IN UARIOUS STAGFS OF REGROWTH, AND
THUS EMPHASIZED 7HE VISIBLE
BANDS WITH THE WBND AND BCONST CARDS, SINCE THAT IS WHERE THE DIFFFREHCE
SEEMED TO LIE~ THESE SIGNATURES WORK PRETTY WELL UNALTERED ON
THE LAHDSAT DATA OF JULY 24, 1973, SPNlD 1366-15060 (THE ATMOSPHERES
ON THOSE TWO DAYS MUST HAVE BEEN QUITE SIMILAR)
RESULTS ON CLASSIFICATION OF CLEARCUTS USING THESE SIGNATUR. ^ ARE
DESCRIBED IN A POSTER PAPER GIVEN AT THE 13TH ERIM SYMPOSIUM
AUTHORED BY 8RYANT, DODGE, AND EGER, ENTITLED "SMALL FOREST
CUTTINGS MAPPED WITH LANDSAT DIGITAL DATA" (PROCFEDINbS, VOL, 2, P 971-981).
F. BRYANT, 26 MAR. 1.920
SAMPLE RUN:POND OF SAFETY
8ISS TAPES:AO0113 (8EOCOR); A01427 (UNCORRECTED)
1 GEOCUR=7
ULHC=1249,2694,SIZE=86"106
WBND=7,96,5,528.3^317,1,O,BCONST=-1^974,.293,-,335,O~0
NUMSIG=24
WBRT=2O*,1,^5,^5,.1,^1
DELMAX-^145,^125,,119,,111,^O99,^O85,^1,.O9,.O9,.O8,,O9,
^122,^O9,.O75,,O65,,O63,^O65,.O65,.O7,,O7,.5,,18,~24,.O9
NUMSYM-' 	 FS@@OOO@OFFWLL*',OPRINT^'	 OO^^~O,
SIGO1=3.28,3^28,1^59,1^31
NAME01='OPFNB4RE'
S1G02=2^96,2^78,1^66,1~56
NAME02='0PENBARE'
1.3IG03=2.8,2~5,2^O5,1.99
NAME03=~OPEN VEG'
SIG04=2^64,.'^.?3,2^48,2^42
PEN VEG'
---___------__--- 
--j'
-7
>2.
153.
SI8^5=2^^,1.9,2^88,2^85
NAME05=~OPEN VEG' Al-3
ST606=2.240.62,3~28,3^28
NAME06='OLD CC'
SIGO7=1,91,2~21,2^01,2~04
NAME07='OPEN VEG'
SIG08=1.71,1^99,1.39,1.46
NAMEO8='S CC'
STG09=1
	
6^,2 0"1	 2 ° 1	 2^	 ^	 ^	 .
^^^^ T^
NAME09='S CC' ORIGINAL	 ~°
SIG1O=1.6,1.77,1.96,1,9 OF POOR QUALITY
NAME: 10='FRIN8E'
S1G11=1^49,1,54,1~08,1^17
NAME11='SHORE'
SIG12=1.29,1,29,1.29,1^29
NAME12='SOFTWOOD'
STG13=1^33,1^3,1,66,1,76
NAME13='SOFTWOOD'
ST1314=1.37,1^32,2~04,2~23
NAME14='MIXED'
SIG15=1.41,1.33,2~41v2^7
NAME15='HARDWOOD'
SIG16=1,45,1^34,2.78,3^17
NAME16='HAR0WOOD'
SIG17=1~14,1~43,1,83,2,O4
NAME17='SOFTWOOD'
SIG18=1~14,1,34,2.42,2°77
NAME18='MIXED'
SIG19=1^757,1^68,2^0,2^35
NAME19='FHINGF'
S/1,20n1.757,1,4,2^51,3.1
NAME20='FRINGE'
Sl821=^97,1.18,,09,^15
NAME21='W0TER'
SIG22=2^22O,2^13O,.65O,^5OO
NAME22='LEDGE'
91'G23=1^135,1~425,~952,1^168
NAME23='LEDGE'
STG24=1.68,1.47,3.46,3,61
NAME24='OLDFR CC'
*** RUN 41, /INES 107-141 THESE SIGNATURES WERE DEVELOPED FOR LANDSAT DATA
OF AUGUST 11, 1976, SCNID 5480-14043(PA[H 12 R061 28> IN MAINE
THEY WERE USED IN THE CLASSTFlCATION OF THE ASHLAND DISTRICT;
AN AREA OF ABOUT 1/2 MILLION ACRES THAT THE SEVEN ISLANDS LAND
^COMPANY MANAGES. THIS IS DESCRIBED IN THE PAPER "SATELLITES
FOR PRAC7ICAL NATURAL RESOURCE MAPPING? A 7EST CASE" TH THE
PROCEEDINGS OF THE WORKSHOP ON INTEGRATED INVENTORIES OF
RENEWABLE NATURAL RESOURCES, TUCSON, ARIZONA, JANUARY, 1978,
BY BRYANT, DODGE, AND WARREN. A REVISION OF THIS PAPER IS
BEING SUBMITTED TO TPH8TOGRAMMFTRIC FNGINEERTMG AND REMOTE SENSING.
THE SECOND INFRARED BAND WAS CANCELED OUT BECAUSE I THOUGHT IT HAD
S[GMIFICANT RADIOMETRIC STRIPING; THE FI^ST INFRARED BAND WAS
WEIGHTED TO COMPENSATE FOR THE LOSS OF THE 9ECOND ONE~
E. BRYANT, 26 MAR. 1980
SAMPLE RUN: T8 RIO
GlSS TAPES: P12 R27: A00120 (8EOCOR); A02854 (UNCORRECTED)
Pn7 R 28: A00139 (GEOCOR>; A02819 (UNCORRECTED)
SCNI1"-'5488-14J430',GE0C0R=T
UL^: C=874,111O,SIZE=163,20O
NUMSIG=15
WBRT=15*^1
NUMSYM='	 XXXOOffVVGW/',OPRINT=' 	 OOC	 -- W~
WBND`1,O,1,O,3^98,O,O,BCONST=O.O,O^O,—~52,0^0
LMAX=^03,.0^,.034,^v.09,^12,^O7"^O7..O55,,035,.04,.O4,,O7,.65,~3
----	 -	
O5
-^-- 
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*** MJ'S 1975 SIGNATURES. LINES 174-190.
SAMPLE RUN: BABBITT HILL
GISS TAPES: A00113 (GEOCOR); "^;1427 (UNCORRECTED)
SCNTD='5O68-14433O~,GEOCOR=T
ULHC=1737,1974.SIZE=11O,250
NUMSIG=7
NUMSYM='O*/ W,S',OPRINT=' OO
WBRT=.06,^06,^06°^1,.1,,1,.1
DELMAX=^052`.070,.049,^130,~5,,130,,15
SIGO1=^467,^212,^951,3.O2O
NAMEO1='HARDWOPD'
SIGO2=.43O,~198,,534,1^526
NAMEO2='SOFTWOOD'
SIGO3=,442,.206.^7O3,2^O44
NAME03='MIXED'
STG04=^7"/4,°594,^710,1,869
NAME04='BR FIELD'
S1G05=^361,^152,^133,^168
NAMEO5='LK WATER'
SIG06=.486,^255,^594,1^693
mAMEO6='DK F7ELD'
SIG07=^425,,286,~516,1^299
NAME07='R WATER'
ORIGINAL PAGE
*** nJ , S AUGUST, 1976 SIGNATURES. LINES 196_213, THESE SIGNATURES WERE DEVEL^
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LANDSAT DATA OF AUGUST 229 1976, SCNID 2578-14463, PATH 14, ROW 29^
LIKE THE SIGNATURE PACKAGES ABOVE, THEY WERE MADE FROM THE SAME TRAINING SITE
E ^ BRYAN7, 16 APR 19S0
SAMPLE RUN:BABBITT HILL
GISS TAPES: A02437 (GEOCOR); A01257 (UNCORRECTED)
5CNlD='2578-144630',GE000R=T
ULHC=1853,1731, SIZE=118,129
NUMSIG=7
WBRT=~O6,.O6,,O6,,1,^1,~1,^1
DELMAX=,054,^054,^042,^125,^480,,130,^110
NUMSYM='O*/ W ^ S',OPRINT=' OO
SIG01=^393,,233,^737,2^114
NAMEO1='Hr)RDWOOD'
SIG02=.381,^221r.462,1^15
NAME02='SOFTWOSD'
SJGO3=^4,~236,.57S,1^535
NAME03='MIXED'
SIG04=^483,^325,^705,1.857
NAME04='FIELDS'
S11305=~324,^189,.164,~211
NAME05='LK WATER'
SIGO6=,637,^5O6,,579,1.2O6
NAME06='B FIELD'
SI807=^397,^239,,384,.845
NAME07='R WATER'
|
***CHRIS HARRIS'S BABBITT HILL SIGNATURES LINES 222-243 ^ DEVELOPED FOR DATA
FROM 22 AUGUST 1976, SCNID 2578-144631 PATH 14 °
 ROW 29^
THESE SIGNATURES WERE MADE TO MATCH THOSE MJ MADE FOR
JULY,1973 (SEE LINE154 ABOVE), A COUPLE OF NEW SIGNATURES WERE ADDED
TO FILL IN AREAS THAT DlDN'T CLASSIFY WITH MJ'S TRAINING SITES.
CHRIS WROTE UP THIS EXPERIMENT! SEE E. DRYAN7 FOR A COPY OF IT.
E. PRYANT, 10 APR, 198O
SAMPL.E RUN: BABBITT HILL
GISS TAPES: A02437 (GEOCOR); A0125 7
 (UNCORRECTED)
SCNID=~2578-144630~"GEOCnR=T
ULHC=1850,1720 " SI7E=129,265
NUMSIG=9
WBK	 1	 ^^
^ -•-^-^	 ^	 .sue,.-^.r	 ^ ---
*** MJ I S 1975 SIGNATURES. L.. I NE'S 174-190.
S AMPL..E:. RUN: BABBTTT HILL.
GISS TAPES: A00113 (GE:OC:OR) v .01427 (UNCORRECTED)
SC:NT.D :: '`;068-1.443 30' v GE000R:::-T
1.11...1-1(: := 1.7:.37 v 1.974 v S I ZE: ::: 11.0 v 250
NUMSIG::::7
NL.IMSYM-'Cl*/ W.S'vOF'Rloll 	 (10
WBRT=:.06v.06v.06v.1.v.1v.1.v.1
UE L MAX :'- . 052.. 070 v . 049 v . 1:30 v . S r . 1:30 v . 1 5
SI(.301==.467v .212v .95:1. v3.020
NAME 01 :-: 'HA RDWOPr.,'
S I (.102-: . 4:30 v. 1 98 Y . 55,34 y 1.. 526
NAME02 : = : ' S 0 F-T W 0 0D'
S1.(.103::::.442s, ..)06, .703v?.044
NAME:0:3:='MIXE:ri'
S T CiO4 :-. 774 v . 594 v . 71.0 v 1.. 869
NAME 04='E+1 F'IEL..11'
ST. (i0`i=. 361 v . 15' v . 1.:33 v . 1.68
NAMF::05::-' I K WATFR'
SIG06 :==.486 9 .2 555 .594 v 1.. 693
NAMF06 :: 'DK F'TFL_D'
STG07 =.4E'Sv .2869 . 516v 1..299
NAME07 R WATER'
A
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*** MJ'S AUGUSTv 1.976 SIGNATURES. LINES 196-213. THESE SIGNATURES WERE DEVELCI
LANDSAT DATA OF AUGUST 22 Y 1976 Y SCN T D 2578-14463 Y PATH 14 Y ROW 29.
LIKE. THE SIGNATURE PACKAGES ABOVEv THEY WERE MADE: FROM THE: SAME TRAINING SITF
F'. r.RYANT'v 16 APR 1980
SAMPI_.F RUN:BOBBITT HIL.L..
G I
 SS TAPES: A0243 7 (GEOCOR) i A01257 (UN': ORREC; T'F..'1 )
5(..N11:1- : '25)78-144630 ' YG E:OC 0R-: T
ULHC ::-185;3v17:31 v S:T."1..1.-=11.891.29
NLIMSTG=7
W)PRT :: .06v.06v.06v.1.v.1 v.1.r.1
DEL..MAX=. 054:. 054 v .042 9, . 125 v . 480 v . 1..30 v . 1 10
NUMSYM == ' 0*/ W . S' v OPR INT=' 00
SIG01 = .39',:39 .2333 .737v2.1.14
NAMF::01 _ ' H ,,' F11jOO1,'
SI:G02=-.:381 v .221 v . 462 v 1...1.`.',
NAMF02 :::: ' SOFTWOC)ri'
ST(:103 .4 v .2;36 9 .57;3v 1..,3 5
NAME03 =: ' M I XF D'
'iTC704 ::: .48:3v .3259 .70.`.19 1..857
NAME04='F'IEL.DS'
ST. G05 : -.:324v . 1.89v . 1.64 9 .21.1.
NAMF­ 05 : L..I^ WATER'
S I (:106- . 637 v . `506 v . 579 v 1.. 206
N AME:06=-' S F IE1,D'
S T G07= . 397 9.:139 9 .38 4 9 . 849
NAME07 :=' F MATER'
*&*C:I-IRIS HARRIS'S BABBITT 1"11:1...L SIGNATURES LINFS 222-24:3. DE:VE.I.(:1F'ED FOR DATA
FROM 22 AUGUST 19769 SCNID 2578-144631 PATH 149 ROW 29.
THESE: SIGNATURES WERE MADE TO MATCH *THOSE- MJ MoDE: FOR
JULY v 1973 ( SEE LI:NE154 ABOVE:) . A LOUW1 E OF NEW SIGNATURES WERE ADDEI:i
TO F11...L IN AREAS THAT DIDN'T CLASSIFY WITH M,.t S TRAINING SITES.
CHRIS WROTE_ UP THIS FXPERTME:NT: SEE E. DRYAN'T FOR A COPY OF' IT.
F. r'RYANT'. 1.0 ANRv 1980
SAMPL.F. RUN: x:;ABBITT HILL.
G1: CiS TAPES * A0243 7 ( CiEnC OR) y 801.25 7 (IINC:ORRF: CTF'I) )
SCNID= '2;.,78--1.44630'vGE:OCOR:-:T
1.)1..HC :::4850 v 1.720 9, 517E ::- 1.29s,265
Nl.1MSIG::9
WBRT==5*.1 v .2v 3*.1. 9^
DE:LMAX : . O45 r . 0 7 1 .05'7 r . 068 r . 070 v . r v . 06 r . l r • '.
N U M S Y M -':' Z)01) :)WWU. ' r 0PR:INT-
S T (:30 1 : .47-.-j r . 298v .690y  1.. 779
N6MF01 -:' F° T F l..rl1 '
SI G02= .:3(3 r . 226 v . 723 v 1 . 967
NAMF..02=: ' HAI DWOOD'
ST(:303::=.3(:31. v .''?6 v .732Y2 . 373
NAMI''03::::' 1-1 ARDWC)01:1'
Fi:I:G04 :=.38y .:'21. r .46 r 1..14 3
NOME04-' SC)E rwOC)D'
5I(i0 5:-: . 3(3 v . 224 v . 5 91, v 'I . 576
NAME05=='MIXED,
SIG06:=:.324r. 1.88 v .1.65)+.215
NAME06= : ' WAT'E R'
STG07 :=: .4r.24r .:3f.3r .H
NAME::07=::' SHORE'
S1'G08=.41. v .235 v . 647 v 1..79
NAMEOB =:' URBAN'
S I C•) 09 :::: . 531. v. 4 r .528 v I. 1.8
NAME09=' F IELD2'
Al-6
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*** SW NEW HAMPSHIRE SIGNATURES. LINES 251 -268. THESE SIGNATURES WERE
DEVELOPED TO CLASSIFY I ANDSAT DATA OF ..ILLY 247 1973+ SC:NTD 1366-13063
PATH 141 ROW 30. THEY WERE USED IN THE CLASSIFICATION OF CHESHIRE:. AND
SULLIVAN COUNTIES WHICH WAS WRITTEN UP IN THE JOURNAL OF FORESTRY
ARTICLE OF AUGUSTY1976P "FOREST TYPE: MAPPING WITH SATELLITE DATA".
BY DODGE AND BRYANT.
E::. BRYAN T v 1.0 AF'R 1.9B0.
' AMPLF RL)N: FART OF F(; AN I•: I.. TN C:O. v MASS.
GISS TAPES: A00080 (GEOCOR) 9 A00527 (LOXORRFCTE:D)
SCNlrI- ::: ' 1.:366-1.50630' v GFOC;OR::::T
1.31...HC :-21.00 r 2200 v S T TE. := 200 v 200
NUMSTG=:7
WERT :: 7*. 1
TIE: LMAX :=: . 6 v #048 v .064v  .08 v .04 r .07..16
N1.)MSYM :=: 'WF X.F*' 9,0PRTN'T	 O
SIG01. :=.377 . 1.77 . 1.3 v . 18
NAMF01- : 'WATER'	 I
S1602=. 54 7 . 3, .69 Y 2. 0£'
NAME02:='FIEI_.D'
SI:G03=. 44 v . 2 v .84 v 2.95
NAME 03 = HARDWC)OD'
31. (•;04	 4,", 7 o	 v .'..76 v I. 64
NAME 04 :-: ' SOF TWOOD'
STG05 ::=.44 v .1.9y .67Y2.29
NAME'05='MTXE::D'
ST(',06::::. ".*j4 v . 3 y .6. 972.0£3
NAME06=-' F'1'l::I.. D'
81007-.41.v.21.v.4 v 1..15
^lAMF07-=' SF •IOREI._ I NE` '
NSW* MADISON STGNATURES. I...:I:NE:S 276 •-• 303. THESE SIGNATURES WERE DFVE.::I._0PE D FOR
LANDSAT DATA OF JULY 23v 197:31 SCNTD 1365-15004P PATH 1.;31 ROW 30. THEY WERE I
ADJUSTED TO MATCH ACREAGE: FIGURES MEASURED FROM CnLT.N SUTHFRLANDS FOREST TYPE;
MAP OF THE. TOWN OF MADISON, NH. SEE E. BRYANT FOi^ A WRTTE:-UP OF THIS
PROJECT..
F. BRYAN'T 1.0 APRv 19f O
SAMP1h: RUN: MADISON, NI'•I
G I SS TAPES: A00183 (GEOCOR) i A00.`" 2i 5 (UNCORRECTED)
SCN:IrI ::: ' 136 5° 1.50040' GF0001--%=T
l.)1. 1-1C==61. v 1:3401 S 17F=21.0 v 200
NUMSIG=12
WBF; T : 1 2* . 1
NUMSYM =' ..:: P/ . nnn /' v OPRINT=='	 (]O('1
__
. 	
--A- - i	
- _ _ ' ^ 
DEL MAX =~12v^O9,^O9,^058,^084,^O85,~O47,^O5,,06,,O7,^8v^1
S1G01=^9,.74,^8,2^O
MAMEO1='OPENBARE' 
SIGO2=.78,^6..78,2^1
NAMEO2='O PEN BARE'
8IGO3=^65"^47,^76,2^2
NAMEO3='OPEN VFG'
SIG04=^53,^33,^74,2^3
=NAMEO4	 'OPEN VEG' ORIGINAL
	
^PA^D^
SI8O5= 43	 2	 45 1 32,	 '^	 ".	 ,	 ^ -- '-
^^^^^^^^^NAME05='SOFTWOOD' ^-~~,"^
SIG06=.43,^2O2,^=;8,1^696
NAME06=~S-H'
S}G07=^43,^204,^626,2^072
NAME07='H-S'
SIGO8=.43,.2O6-,.714,2^448
NAME08='HARDWUUD'
SIGO9=,43.,208,~8O2"2^824
NAME09='HARDWOOD'
SJG10=^43,.?19.89,3^2
NAME10='HARDWOOD'
SIG11=,29,.12,.06..07
NAME11='WATER'
SIG12=,35,^16,~35,1^O5
NAME12='SHORE'
*** SHOTGUN SUPERVISFD. LIKES 317-375. THIS IS A CRAZY SIGNATURE
PACKAGE WHICH IS DESIGNED T3 CLASSJFY SUMMER UEGETATED AREAS FROM
MUST ANY DATA (IN THE SUMMER) -- 'THE CATFGORIES INCLUDED IN IT WILL
CLASSIFY MOST OF THE RANGE OF ENFRGlES ENCOUNTFRED IN SUMMER DATA
IN MY EXPERIENCE, FOR INSTANCE" SOFTWOOD MAY COME OUT AS DIFFERENT
CATEGORIES IN AN AUGUST, 1976 PASS THAN TN A JULYv 1973 PASS, BUT IT
GENERALLY WILL COME OUT AS SOME CATEGORY. THERE ARE ALSO USUALLY
ENOUGH CATEGORIES CLASSIFIFD TO TDENTIFY SHAPES AND LOCATE FEATURES~
THIS lS KIND OF A SUBSTI[YTE FOR A GRAY SCALE OR UNSUPFRVISED
CLASSIFICAFION. WITH THE A0VAN[AGF THAT THE CA7EGORIES WON'T
CHANGE FROM ONE AREA [O ANUHER ON THE SAME PASS.
SEE E ^ BRYANT FOR A WRITE-UP OF THIS.
E. BRYANT 16 APR 1980
SAMFLE RUN^ S[RATFORD BUG, 26 JUN '75
GlSS TAPES^ AOO113 (GEOCOR); AO1427 (UNCORRECTED)
9CNID='5068-144330',GE0COR=T
UiHC=9OO,2355,SI3E=64,8O
NUMSIG=26
W8RT=26*°t
W8ND=O~O,6.875,0^O,1^O,BCONST=0.0,-^4375,O~O,O,O
DEiMAX=^O6,~O63".063,^O65,~O69,°O65,.O68,~O76,,O76,~O68,^O7,,O83,
.O88,^083,,O7,^O9,^O99,^O99,^O9,,11,,114,^11,^13,^13"^15,^8
NUMSYM='E11C0C95B840A73956284173621W'
OPRINT=' / // //
SIG01=0^0,3^8,0.0,3.0
NAMEO1=~5HI 7HI'
8I602=0^0,2.45,O^0,3^0
NAME02='5MH 7HI
SIG03=O~O,3^0,O^O,2^45
NAME03='5HI 7MH'
SI604=0^0,1^90^O,3^0
NAMEO4='5MH 7HI~
SIGO5=O°0,2.45,O,O,2.45
NAME05-'5MH 7MH~
SIGO6=0,0,3.O,O.O,1,9
NAME : O6=~5HI 7M'
GIG07=0^0,1.35,O.O,3~O
NAME07='5ML 7H1'
SI808=0^00.90~0,2+45
	---r--
'
	---
NAME08=~5M 7MH~
S,l6O9=0^O~2.45,0,0,1°9
NAME] 09=
	
7M'
q IG18=0,0 3~O,0^0,1^35
NAME1^='5./I 7ML'
SIG11=0.0,^8,0~0,3~0
NAME11=~5LO 7HI'
GIG12=O~0,1^35,O^O,2^45
NAME12='5ML 7MH'
SIG13=o.0,1,9,O^0,1.9
NAME13=~5M 7M'
SIG14=0^O,2~45,0~O,1,35
NAME14='5MH 7ML'
SI0115=0.093^0,8^0".8
NAME15='5HI 7LO'
SIG16=0^0,^8,0,012^45
NAME16='5LO 7MH'
SI(317=O^O.1^350^00.9
Nt)ME17='5ML 7M'
SI818=0,O,1.9,O^O,1^35
NAME18='5M 7ML'
STB19=0,0,2^45,0.0°.8
NAME19=~5MH 7LO'
SI820=0^0,.8,0^0,1,9
NAME2O='5LO 7ML'
SIG21=0^0"1~35,0^0.1.33
NAME21='5ML 7ML'
S[S22=0^O,1.9,O^0,^S
NAME22='5M 7LO'
S[G23=O^0,.8,O.O,1^35
NAME23='5LO 7ML'
SlG24=O^0,t~35,0.0,^8
NAM£24=~5ML 7L0~
STG25=0.0,,8,0^0,^8
NAME25=~5LO 7LO'
STG26=0.0.2^O,0.O.,O7
NAME26='WATER~
A1-8
ORIGINAL P^^^C9
OF POOR QUAI
^
°
w
"
*** GRANT FOR JUNE, 76. LINES 459-475. MADF FOR SATELLITEE DATA OF
JUNE 26" 1975, SCNID 5068-14433, PATH 14, ROW 29 ^ THESE SIGNATURES HAVE
THE SAME CATEGORIES AS THE S7GNATURES ABOVE MADE FOR THF GRANT
IN JULY,1973,
E" BRYANT 1,^ APR 1980
SAMPLE RUN^ GRANT
8lSS TAI-"F-- S#4 A00113 (G[OCOK); A01427 (||NCORRFCTED)
SCNID='5O68-144330'~GEOCJR=T
ULHC=5O0,2O50 " SlZ	 50,150
NUMSIG-7
WBRT=7*.1
DELMAX=.3,^042,^084'.06,^O34,.O9,.018
8I801=^37,^16,°139~15
NAME01='WATFR'
SI802=.41.^18,^49"1^'^^
NAME02='S1J1:'FR S'
SIGO3=.42,.19/.55,1^43
NAMF03='8OFUWOOD~
SIG04=.44,.19v.65,1^99
NAME04=/S-H~
S1G05=^43"°18,^8592^75
NAME05='H-S'
SIG06=^43,^19,,94,3,17
NAME06=' HARDWOOD '
SIG07=~54,.34,°73,2~04
NAME07='FI ELI, ~
^^
*^*DELTAS RUN 4° 4TH REVISTON. LINES 491-517. THFSE SIBS WRE DEVELOPED FOR
,
	
	
LANDSAT |ASS OF AUGUST 11, 1976, PA1H 12 ROW 28, NORTHFRN MAINE 	 Al-9
SCNID 5480-14043. THEY WERE MADE TO TEST HOW USEFUL THE DELTAS
PROGKAM ON DTSS COULD BE IN DF'' l LOPIN9 STGNAlURES ^ THE PROGRAM
WAS A HELP IN THE INITIAL RUNS, BUT THF USER GTILL HAS TD DEPEND ON
TRIAL AND ERROR T[ F%NE TUNE 'THE' CLASS y FlCATTON TD MATCH 0IuFN
GROUND FRUTH ACREAGES ^ THF DFLTAu APPLICATION PROJECT IS PRETTY
WELL DOCUMENlED -- SEE F. BKYANT FOR A WRITE-(.JP.
F. BRYANT 25 JUNF 1980
SAMPLE RU.- T8 R10 <POLYGON NOT INCiUDED)
GISS TAPES^ P12 R 27: A00120 (9EOCOR); A02854 (UNCORRECTED
P12 R 28: A00139 (GEOCOR); A02819 (UNCORRECTED)
SCNID='5480-14O430',GEOCOR=T
ULHC=8 4,111O,SI%E=165,2O0
~~ NUMS%G=10
^	 WPRT=^21"^^78".^51°.036,.086,.119,.4O7,.378,.12".409
DELMAX=.1'll..105,~116,,O61"^O86,.064,.O41..O52,.045,^7
NUMSYM=~ @X00OV°.W'
OPRT.NT=~ OO
SIGnt=.482,^346,.376,^895
NAM''01='CC-ROAD'
S1'(*02=^366,.16,^254..582
m ^^^^^^NAME02=~SUPER-S' 	 (^^^^^N^L.^^^- ~-
SIG03=,375,.164,,325,.851	 OF POOR QUALI rY
NAME03=^SOFTWOUD'
STG04=~39,,18,.^47,1.987
NAME04=^HARDWOOD'
SIG05=~385,°175,^540,1^608
NAME05=~H9-RAr'
SlGO6=.38,,169,.432.1.23
NAME06='SH-RAT'
51907=~508,^323,,707"1.801
NAME07=~BOG E'
SIG(,R=^448,.25,.A46,1.684
NAME08^~BO(.3 M'
SI809=.451,^223,.643,1,741
wAMF09=~CUTOVER^
8IG'.0=.314,.116,^074,.071
N.)ME10=~WATER'
*^*SUP,FAw R(/N 8 ^ LINES 533-551 ^ THE9F SIBS WFRE DEVELOPED FOR LANDSAT
PASSES OF AUGUST 11,1976, PATH 12 ROWS 27 AND 28"
SCN%DS 5480-14040 AND 5480-14043. 'THEY WERF MADE TO
SELECT THE WATEJ AND OPEN AREAS FROM THE CLASSIFTCATION, LEAVING THE
UNCLASSIFIED AS FOREST TO BE PASS[D ON TO LEVEL
2 TO HAVE THE FANNING ALGORITHM APPLIED ^ WATER IS 117 UNDER GROUND TRUTH
ACREAGE, BUT THE OPEN AREA TS CLOSFR IF ALDERS ARE COUNTED AS FOREST.
MORE ON TEHE 1 - AN PART OF THE CLASSTFTCATlUN LATER.
SEE E. BRYANF FOR A PRELJMUlNARY DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJFCT
SAMPLE RUN: TG RIO (POLYGON NOT TNrLUDED)
G I S S '.APFS: P12 R27:A00130 (GEOCOR); A02854.(UNCORRFCTFD)
P12 R 28^ AO0139 (GEOCOR); A02819(UNCORRECTED)
SCN ID= ^5480-14O430^"GEOCOR=T
ULHC=874"1110,SIZE=165,280
NUMSIG=8
WHRT=^21",1489°4079^299..409.^429
 `^" °"" ^^^ ^"~ ^"~ ^uc^nnA=#^or"°w^,.^v`J..v^o, ^^Z.v 4
NUMSYM=' °V"WS'
OPRINT=~ -- ~
^l8^1=^4B2,.346,.37&".893
Neiff'01='CC-R0AD'
.2 13,.643,1 ^ 741^_
F.	 - 
	'_~__~~~^_~.	 ~	 ^
	
.	 NAME02^'CUTOVER~
	
,.	 ^ SIG03=~508,.323,^702,1^8O1
Al-l0
	
45.	 NAME03='BOG-E'
	
^46.	 SIG04=,448".25..646,1.884
	
, }47,	 NAME04=~BOG-M'
	
lb48,	 SIGO5=^314,.116,.O74,.071
	
549 ^	NAME05,~WATFR'
	
j50,	 SlG06=.34".138,^164.^327
	
, 551.	 NAME08='SH0RELINE'
	
i52 ^	*** DEER YARD 9TGNATi|^E
	
L	 -S. INES 5585
	
HECBER71, MARK	 G
.	
FR
	
^553.	 DEVELOPED THESE SIPNAi l /KES TO MAP DEER YARDS IN SOUTHERN
	
=554.	 NH ON LANDSAT PASS 30097-14545, JUNE 1O"1978. TAPE NUMBER
	
j55,	 IS A02217 (GEOCOR=T)^
556^SCNID='3^^97-14545O'"GE^CUR=T
	
j57 ^
	ULHC=750"1775,SIZF=35O"25,)
	
558.	 NUMSIB=5	 -m
	
J59.	 SlGO1=^326,.166",397,1^1^9
	
)60,	 SIG02=^495,.33,.483,1.297
	
,M..	 SIG0^=^373..183,.9O3"3.019 	
m^^
	
^62.	 SIGO4=.372,^178,.715"2^271	 0H^^^---^~~-~~
	
63.	 STG05=.324,.174,^146,^28	 OF POOR QUALITY
	
0840	 NAME01='S0FTW00D~
	
^65.	 NAMEO3='OPEN'
	
i66 ^	NAME03='HARDWOOD'
	
^)67 ^	NAME04='MIXEDWOOD'
	
J68.	 NAME05='WATER'
m
	
)69.	 WRRT=^1".129°^3119.174".460
	
j70.	 DELMAX=^15,^29.065..0719.438
	
71 ^	NUMSYM=~O OOW',OPRINT='@ . ~
	
71,5	 *** GROVETON SIGNATURES LTNES 574-622^
	
72.	 THIS FILE CONTAINS THE SIGNATURES THAT K E N USES ON THE
	
73 °	GROVETov.., LANDS (NASH 906 ARFA) ON JUNE 1Ov197P "ATA
	
74,	 NUMSYM=~	 ^^,^^/.~FWO^OO..^FFW*',UPRINT=~	 /@O OOO
WBND^8°475,7,871"3.643,1,O73°BCONST=-1^5R,-.049,-,3O8,-.058
	
^76.	 DELMA^=,145,^125,^119,.111,.099,^^85°.1,~09"^09,,08.,O9,
	
j77,	 .1479.O1O,^075"^063,.1.5v^065°.065,,07,^07°,4,.09
	
578.	 NUMSIG=32,WBRT=22*^1
	
379.	 SIGO1=3~28,3^28,1.59"I.31
	
580,	 SIG02=2^96,2,7B"1.66"1.56
	
581.	 SIGO3=2.8"2.5"2.05,1.?9
	
582 ^	SIG04=2^84,2^23"2^,!8.2^42
	
583.	 SIG05=2,4,1°9,2^88,2°85
84. SIG06=,!^24;1°62"3^28"3~28
85. SIGO7=1.91,2.21.2^01"2°04
	
86,	 SI808=1^71"1^99,1^39,1.46
	
87.	 SIG09=1^67,2.O°1,2,1,2
	
88,	 SIG10=1.6.|,77,1,96,1.9
	
389 "
	SIG11=1.49,1,5491,080.17
	
5900	 SI812=1^29,1^29,1^29.1^29
	
.j91 ^
	SIG13=1.37"1.32"2,04"2^23
	
,j92.	 SlG14=1.41.1,33,2,41,2.7
	
j9^.	 SIG15=1^45"1^34"2°78,^^17
	
^94.	 3I016=1.33,I.3,1^68,1^76
	
95 ^	SIG17=1°14,l°43,t^83"2^84
	
980
	 SYG18=1°14,1^34"2°42,2^77
	
97.	 SIG17=1^757"1.68v'2.0,2~35
	
98 ^	S1G20=1^757,1.4,2^51v3°1
	
99 ^	S}821=^97,1.1B"^09°^15
	
oo °	S1G22=1.6891.47"3.46,3°61
	
kO1,	 NAME01='UPENHARF'
	
602 ^	NAME02=~OPENBARE'
03, NAMEO3=~0PEN VE8~
NAME04='OP[N VFG'
NAMFO5=~0PEN VEG^
NAME06='OLD CC'
-
FN VF0'
m
-^`
NAMEO8='SFTWD C("
, NAME09= / SFTWD CC/	 A
NAME10=/FRINGE'
NAME1i::'WATER'
NAME12='SOFT WD'
NAME13='MIXED WD/
NAME14=/HARD WD^	 P^^
NAME15='HARB WD' 	 OF P^^^ ^-
NAM^^16= / MIXED WD'
	 POOR `^_~
NAME17 m/ HIXED WD/
NAME18z 'MIXED WD/
NAME19::/FRINGE'
NAME20m/FRIN0[,/
x|AME21=/WATER^
NAME22 :: /OLDST [XC/
***DEER YARD SIGNAT8i ,"m8 ^ LINES 628~645+ FEB * 1901
THESE SIGNATURES ARE 8ASED ON MARK HEUBERBER'S SI0NAT
BUT AN A rift ITIONAL VEGPTATEO OPENSIGNATURE"WAS ADDED,
THE SIGNATURES WERE USED TO MAP THE TOWNSHIPS OF UNI
AND ACWORTH ^ SEE E ^ BRYANT FOR A WRITE-UP AND COPIES
G ^ JOHNSON MAY 14,1981
SCRID='3O897^14545/,GEOC^^=T
ULHC^780r15OOvSIZE=20O,260
NUMSIG ^ 6
SIG01=^326r^166,^393v1^179
SIGO2 = ° 453, ^ 253,,798,2 ^ 681^^^ ^	 ^^ ^^	 ^ ^ ^ ^
SIG03=^495v^33v^4O3v1^297
SIG04^,373,^183,+9O4,3^019
SIGO^^ 372,°178»^7%5,2+Z71 
SIG06^^324,^174,`146,~28
  NAME81='GOFTWOOD/
NAME02----n'OPEN'
NAME03	 'OLB OPEN/
NAME04 = /HARDWOOD/
NAMEO5	 ~HTXEDWOOD'
NAME06	 WATER'
WBRT = ^1,^17v^129/^311,^174,^480
DELMAX = ,15,+O25,^2,4O65,^071v+438
mUMSYM='O ^^ OQW'rOPRINT = '03
	+ /
*** BELKNAp COUNTY SIGNATURES. LINEG 662 TO 691 ^ THESE SIBS
ARE BASED ON THE MADISON SIGNATURES BU7 HAVE A FODr)E FACTOR
BUILT IN TO MAKE THEM WORK ON DATA FROM JUNE 1091978
SOME SI8MNATURES HAVE BEEN MODIFIEV AND THE BLUEBERRY OR LOW
VEGETATION SIBNATURE HAS BEEN ADDED TO FIT WHAT TOH
HADLEY (NORTH COUNTRY R C & O PERSON) SAW AS THE RI8HT
OR THE USEFUL CATEGURIES^  
THIS PACKAGE 3S MEANT TO RUN ON DATA OF 10 JUN 1978
PATH 14, ROWS 29 AND 30
P 14, R29^ SCN%D 30097-14543v GISS TAPE^A01879 (UNCORRECTED),
A02419 ((3EOCOR)
P 14, R 30' SCNID 30097~14545v BIBS TAPE*A02303 (UNCORRECTED)
A02217 (GEOCOR) 
SAMPLE RUN * THE NORTHERN TIP OF BELKHAP COUNTY+
SCNIO^/3009 ~145A3O/,GEOCOR::T 
ULH(^^205Ov1976^SIZE=85Y5OO
WBND/:1.964r1,9,17°1^O92,1^O58rBC8NST-=~,275,~^168,~.034r°`^113
NUMSI8=l1
WBRT=11*^1 
NUMSYM:=/^,^^*000O
OP8INT= 1	@ ~,^ '  
DELMAX=+129^09,°09,^058,,036,^15*+068°^07x^g8,^5,,3
9IG01^-~9,^74,,8,2+0     
NAMEO1^'01::'EN8ARE/
SIG02=+78v^6,+78y2^1  
NAME02='OPENBARE'
`   
.-^,47x^78,2,2! 	 /  
------	 `
^
^
^
i|
i
525.	 NAME03=10PEN VEGI
j
91604;.- .53Y.33Y.74y2*3
577 *	 NAME04='OPEN VED,
578.	 SIO0Sm,#S16y.254v#748v2#38S1
.79.	 NAME05='D-PERRY'
580.	 S,1G0A=+43v+2y.45y1.32
5810	 NAME06"'SOFTWOODI
A'2#	 S1G07=.43y+21v+89v3+2
^
5813 .	 NAME07m'HARE[WOODI
334.	 SIG08=+43v.203v+5?')1.947
1 58,-j	 NAME08=:lS-H'
486+	 SIG09=.43v.207y.743v2+573
587.	 NAME09='H-S'
5e8,	 81610=.297,12Y.06Y.07
5890	 NAME I 0= I WATER
690.	 SIG11=.35y+16y.35v1+05
591..	 NAME I I SHORE
IMMAND ? ***
ii."., Y o u sn.l.l. THERE?
)MMANI) ';, ***,'
:SPOND OR BF 1-0661-qi OFF
JMMAND ? ***
[L*rf.':N EXCPS = 1423
-Al".13ED TIME = 00:33*41
4D OF SESSION
WP FROM MVT	 041
11370 ONJ INE
Al-12
ORIGINAL PA(AF 12
OF poOR QUALITY
-	 APPENDIX B -	 --
FINAL REPORT AND COMMENTS (PART OF A JOINT REPORT)
APPLYING SATELLITE (LANDSAT) MEASUREMENTS TO
FOREST RESOURCE INVENTORIES
1974 - 1982
Background and Purpose
In 1974, New Hampshire Cooperative Extension Service, U.N.H. was asked
to provide supportive services in forestry remote sensing to the Goddard Institute
for Space Studies, New York, N.Y. through the Dartmouth College Earth Science
Department. Since that time, supportive services have been provided in site
selection, guidance, evaluation, collaboration, and informal education to potential
users of landsat forestry data.
The purpose of the three-way working combination has been to blend basic
research and applications experience and produce useful forestry information from
landsat data. As the project progressed, the purpose was expanded to work with
potential users through Cooperative Extension Service and Dartmouth to assure that
we knew what data had potential in the field and to help potential users apply
landsat forestry data in their field of endeavor. The principals in this program
were:
Emily Bryant, Dartmouth College (1974-1982)
Arthur G. Dodge, Jr. (Gibb) Cooperative Extension Service, U.N.H. (1974-1982)
Kevin Doran, Cooperative Extension Service, U.N.H. (1980-1981)
Kenneth Sutherland, Jr., Cooperative Extension Service, U.N.H. (1979-1980)
Interaction between these people produced a unique combination of basic
scientific research capability and informal education techniques which could be
applied to assist field users of landsat forestry data. Applications of this data
ranged from broad base forest type mapping to detecting, locating and measuring
changes in forest cover and use.
Contacts Where Interchange of Ideas and Applications Occurred
During the project period, literally hundreds of people were involved
with the program principals in attempting to adapt landsat forestry data to
practical field use.	 It is impossible to list all individuals, but the following
list of organizations is an indication of the magnitude of our efforts. 	
I
Bendix Corp.
Brown Co., Berlin, NH (Now James River Corp.)
Canadian Ctr. for Remote Sensing, Ottawa, CA
Canadian Forest Fire Research Institute
Cold Regions Lab, Hanover, NH
Cooperative Extension Service National Task Force on Remote Sensing
Fish and Game Dept., Concord, NH
Goddard Institute for Space Studies, New York, NY
Grafton City Soil Conservation District, Grafton County, NH
Granite State SAF
Great Northern Paper Co., Millinocket, ME
Groveton Papers (Dia Nat'l), Groveton, NH
_rV
nB-2
Errsac, Goddard Space Flight Ctr.
International Paper CO., Jay, ME
Johnson Space Ctr., Houston, TX
Land Use Regulation Comm., Augusta, ME
New England Innovation Group
New England RC&D Representatives
New England - St. Lawrence Valley Geographical Association
N.H. Dept. of Resource and Economic Development, Concord, NH
NEARS, Boston, MA
Northeastern Cooperative Forestry Program Supervisors Representing 20 States
Office of State Planning, Concord, NH
Orser, Penn. State University, University Park, PA
Purdue University, Indiana
Remote Sensing Group of No. New England
St. Regis Paper Co., W. Stewartstown, NH and Jacksonville, FL
Seven Islands Land Co., Bangor, ME
Thayer School of Engineering, Dartmouth
Universities of Alaska, Columbia, New York, Massachusetts, Maine, Michigan,
Missouri, New Hampshire, Rochester, NY, Vermont
U.S.F.S. State and Private, Portsmouth, NH
U.S.F.S. White Mountain National Forest
Wagner Woodlands, Lyme, NH
Results
In addition to scientific papers and presentations at professional
meetings, seminars and workshops (Included elsewhere in this joint report),
we helped to accomplish the following:
Pioneered the development of informal education techniques to help field users
adapt landsat forestry data to their needs.
Recognition by the New Hampshire Office of State Planning that landsat remote
sensing must be applied in New Hampshire.
Development of New Hampshire pilot project with Errsac, Goddard Space Flight
Center, N.H. Office of State Planning and N.H. Fish and Game Department.
Trained seven New Hampshire state employees in the basics of landsat data processing
and its use in natural resources.
Developing an operational system for N.H. Fish and Game Department to identify
potential deer yarding areas.
Maine Land-Use Regulation Commission developed an operational forest type mapping
system.
Produced a forest cover type map for Belknap County, NH
Trained four or five graduate students who are currently employed in natural
resource fields and using landsat data on an operational basis.
M
B-3
Recommendations
1. With the advent of landsat 0(4i remote sensing is at a critical
point. Remote sensing scientists, educators and enthusiasts should encourage
and lobby for the continued development of landsat mapping and interpretation
techniques in both the public and private sector.
Unless a core of knowledgeable people is maintained there will be
many "wheei5 reinvented" in future years. It is a known fact that practical
knowledge and techniques which exist but are not continually used will soon
disappear only to be rediscovered at a later date. The process of re-discovering
is time consuming and economically wasteful. Practical landsat mapping applica-
tions must be maintained.
It is our hope that research nraanizations, private foundations and
private industry will combine efforts to continue developing an operational 	 i
satellite mapping system for use in forest, •y and natural resources. Thus 	 1
filling a developing void that resuits from a diminishing public effort. 	 1111
2. Emphasize the need for a n operational landsat system capability
being sustained within the continental United States. Aerial photos are
becoming extremely expensive. All resource mapping activities will eventually
have to depend on less expensive t^-.nniques. Unless satellite mapping systems
are maintained within this courtr), M., may not have them available when needed.
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APPENDIX C	 0 R i r-.'. N A L fF•" 0 1: r
OF POOR QUALi"N
T
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C u ;i t i . 11 t i
Section
	
Hi . 1 r, ';= i I E . I A i ' o - •.	 Nag &
General	 Help Iit:t.r C. C. f j
GIGI	 Show Fi I F 
I 
L' F I L.
The	 DEC	 GIGI	 c olci	 i e i+,T, i r.:, I h I--* L V Ci 1 3
Sugg estion,	 i o;-	 t r. E.	 G1	 1	 c, j	 _.4 t em 4
GIGI 	 Sh ow	 6 nj	 C U1 1- (' f, t	 C t LIV	 _ HEiLF !EhO 5
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"GIGI show " is a system used to display digita	 o	 u	 . on a DEC GIGI....
color screen terminal. It runs from commands. The most important cosmarlds are
GET, which specifies the data file to be displayed• and PAINT, which displays
the picture. The data must be in one of three formats. Type HELP FORMATS for
details.
Other useful c ,3mmands are COLOR (used to assign colors to data categorie3)0
and PUT (specifies there on the screen the picture is to be displayed).
For more details on these commands, type HELP followed by the command
name.	 For a complete list of commands, type HELP COMMANDS. For informatiol
on the general structure of the system, type HELP SHOd.
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Sample Session:
The symbols 0 are used here to enclose what you type. Do not type theca.	 —
GG > (GET MAP FILE)
GG > (PUT LOWER LEFT)	 --
GG > (COLOR OLD)
Which otd color scheme ? (RAINBOW)
GG > ( P AINT)	 --
(At this p oint the p icture requested is dis p layed in cot or on the screen). 	 -
GG >
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G I G I Shou Files
	 OF POOR QUALI N
The source code for the GIGI Show system is in the following files
on user number P11332.MAPPIx
i
File Name	 Length (cords)
GIGISHO7 (main)	 6582	 -
GETCOLOR	 1601
GETPOPT	 19A
H I S T 0
	
1318
MAPPER	 3132
OWNPORT	 355
P A I N T 6
	
2874	 - ---
PART I
	
981
UTILITY	 780
WI ND FR	 1175
XFTOGIGI
	
1803
Total	 20794	 -
Compiled version (takes about	 25 CPU's to compile)	 —
GIGI7.0	 1505n
Other files needed:
Libraries: PICLIB. COLORLIB ( size varies with the number of entices)
Default picture data: GIGIHAN	 (1258 cords)
HE_° files: The names of the HELP files all begin with "HELD.".
'	 Help files with the	 followinq suffixes currently exist:
HEL. SHO. FIL. C0M. FORo, LEG. STA. WHA. CAT. GET. COLo, PUT,,
PAI. SAV. PUR. NEW.	 OLD, PEN. STO. ['PA. RES. 	 - --
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The DEC GISI color terminal
The GIGI terminal has some limitations which affect the quality
of the display of picture data. 	 ^- -
- There are only eight colors available: black. white• redo, greeno
blue. cyan (blue plus green). maqenta (red plus blue)* and yellow (red
plus green). There is no way to specify other colors or to combine 	 -
these colors. This means that there are a maximum of eight distinct
categories which can be displayed. This is why the GIGI Show system has
to convert raw data to GIGI format data. It also means that you cannoto
for instance. overlay data from one Lands at band (say. in red) with
data from another Landsat band (say. in blue). to simulate a color
com p osite. There ar p terminals which do this• in particular. the 	 --
Ramtek at CRREL.
- The memory :)f the GIGI terminal is set up so that has quite fine
resolution when it draws lines (240 pixels vertically by 767 horizontally)" ---
but it has significantly poorer resolution when it turns colors on
(240 pixels vertically by 64 horizontally). A color block can have onty --
one colir at a time: so sometimes you will see colors that have already
been drawn turn into other colors because an adjacent figure is drawn in 	 ---
another color. If this sounds complicatedo it is. You can read more about
it in the GIGI manuals. What it means here is that you get a really crude
neapo esoecially if the pixels in the data are close together.
- There is a means of filling the entire data pixel with the appropriate
color instead of using the two characters 0 and X overlayed. This was not
used in the GIGI show system because it seemed to be about four times
ffi
	
	
slower than the current method. The filling sheme still has the problems
of limited color resolution mentioned in the paragraph above.
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Suggestions for the GIGI Show System
The 31GI show system was written over a period of a month and a half,
and would need more time or skill or something than that to oe•really-±
y	 robust, user-friendl y, and all that. The hopes are that it sill run
reasonably well and that it is well enough documented and well enough
structures that other people can modify and improve it over time.
When modifications are made, I suggest that
— whoever makes them documents the changes and dates and signs them.
— always keep a copy of the source code of the most recently
working version until you are sure that the next version works and is better.
Suggestions for improvements:
— Make a permanent library for Legends (like the ones for pictures
and color schemes) and puit in the necessary CAT LEG (or whatever)
command, so people can see what Legends are saved.
— Make a library of data file names -- do not include the actual
data in the library, because it would qet too big 	 then the names
of the files that could be used in the GET command would be accessible
from within the GIGI show system.
— Modify the PAINT6 subprogram so the user can specify which
character is to be used to fill the pixels (right now it is al ways
0 super imoosed on x ) .
There is undouotedly more. but I'd better sign off now.
Emily Bryant
Nov. 23, 1982
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A G15I "show" is a collecticn of up to four "pictures dhich are to be
displayed on the DEC GIGI color screen terminal. 	 -- I,
'	 A " p icture" consists of four (independent) components: 	 14	 t
1) A picture name
2) A file of data in final GIGI format
3) A color scheme
41 A port (location on the screen)
A oasic idea behind the GIGI Show system is that the "show" structure
(consistinq of up to four " p ictures" each with four components) is always
loaded and ready to be displayed at any "GG >" system orompt. When the systea --
starts. the show is loaded with default values. System commands are provided
so the user can revise the show to the val ,jes they went before (or after)
they display it.
Assigning the revised values to the pictures is really a two–step
procedure:	 –
1) Establish a "current picture" which is to be revised• using the NEW 	 ---
or OLD command. The current picture is the only picture in the show ,dhose
values can be changed. There is exactly one current picture at any time.
(There is a default current picture if the NEW or OLD command have not
yet been given, but it is good practice always to use NEW or OLD before
revising a picture.)
2) Revise any or all of the four components of the current picture:
2 is ture name is revised by the RENAME command
Dat a f i le is r e v i sed by t he GET command
Color scheme is revised by the COLOR command	 –	 –
Port is revised by the PUT command
The four components of a picture are more or less independent, so they
can be changed in any order. It is wise, however, to GET before you COLOR,
because the program which assigns colors uses information from the data
file about how many categories there are and what their names are. 	 —
In a GIGI show session, you can hop around from one picture to another
and back to revise fatues; you do not have to make all changes to a p icture At
once. If you get confused about which picture is current, type WHAT. If you
want to know what the current values are for all pictures in the show,
type STATJS.
For further information on the commands mentioned above, ty p e HELP
followed by the command name.
F --L ti	 RCLP. S'N0	
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GIGI Show Data File Formats
There are currently three data formats which the GIGI Show system
can handle:
	 t	 +	 ;
1) Random access numeric
2) Standard raw data
3) Final GIGI
In all caseso the data is assumed to be associated with pixels which
cover the area of the imageo ma p . or whatever the data re p resents. in a
regular rectanqular grid. It assumes one datum per cell. (In other wordso, the
four bands for raw _andsat data would either have to be handled separately in
four individual files. or the data iCu l d have to have been classified
already* with a result of only one category per pixel. Order of the data-
is assumed to be left to right. top to bottom (as you read).
1) Random access numeric. There is no header information in the file. Each
	 -
record contains the datum for one tell.
2) Standard raw data format. This must be a terminal format file (TTY file).
Line 1: Title for data.
	 --
Line 2: "pixels.wide." width of picture in pixels
Line 3: "pixels.nigh." height of picture in pixels
Line 4: "pixel.siape." horizontal divided by vertical dimension
of one pixel.	 -	 ---
Line 5: "file.type." either "characters" or "numbers "o de p ending on the
type of data.
Data follows. Data is separate.H by commas or spaces or both: do not
include commas or spaces within a character datum.
3) Final GIG, format. Same as standard raw data format. except:
Line 5: "" le.tyoe. GIGI"
Data follows. It is numeric integer data between 1 and 8 inclusive
One basic idea of the GIGI show system is that data to be displayed
may come from varied sources -- Landsat, x-ray, digital land use maps,
thermal scans. etc. These wi 11 probably be generated by different	 —
programs and will undoubtedly have different output formats. Rather than
trying to anticipate all possible formats. GIGI Show defines one
"standard raw data format". It is up to the person using the system to
put their data in this format. The format puts certain restrictions on header--
information and order of data, but allows for character or numeric datao and
any nusoer of different data values. Before this can be displayed on the
GIGI. however. the data must be reduced to a maximum of 8 numeric
categories. The GIGI Show system does this when it asks for creation
of a legend (Type HELP LEGF-ND for more details).
The ability to handle "random access numeric" format data is really an
exception to the above rule of giving responsibility to the user to put
their data in standard format. Since we happen to have four random access 	 —
numeric files of Landsat data of the Hanover. NH area, and it is quite
likely that this data w  11 be used relatively frequently, the progressing
needed to convert this to standard raj dat; format has been incorporated into
the system.
lk.
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Format:	 He LP	 <modifier>
W4ere
	
<modif ier> currently	 can	 be	 any	 of	 the	 fol losing:
- any	 command name: gives	 the	 formato	 explanations	 and	 sample
session	 for	 that command.	 (Type	 HELP	 COMMANDS	 for	 a	 list	 of	 -
c oemand s. )
— HE. P:	 qi ves	 the	 message you are now reading
-	 SHOW:	 explains	 the GIGI	 "shod"	 and	 "picture"	 structures•
—	 FI_ES:	 lists	 the files	 needed	 to	 run	 the	 GIGI	 show	 system.
—	 COMMANDS:	 lists	 valid commands and	 what	 they	 do.
-	 FORMATS:
	
explains the	 3	 valid	 data	 formats	 that	 GIGI	 show acce p ts.	 --
-	 LEGEND:	 explains hod	 the	 mappinq	 from	 standard	 rad	 data	 to	 GIGI
f ormat
	
proceeds.
i	 cmodifier>	 can	 always	 he abbreviated	 to	 its	 first	 three	 letters.
^cL N^L
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STATUS f ommand	 %)F POOR Q ALITY
Format: STATUS
•	 F
Explanation: The STATUS command lists the picture name. GIGI file name* color
scheme * and port for each picture in the GIGI show. Useful when 	 r
you are not sure .hat state the pictures are in. Status does not
change the current picture or show. Type HEL D SHOW for •ore	 - -
informatio-i on pictures and shows.
! • \ ! \ \ • • • \ *04  • • • \ • R • • 1 1 • • ♦ • • • \ \ • • \ • \ \ \ \ • • 1 \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ f • \ ! ! ! ! ! \ ! 1 ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! •
Samp le Session:
The symbols () are ised here to enc,..se what you type. Do not type them. 	 —
GG > STATES
Picture N 1 Name: bigmap
GIGI file: GIGIMAP
Colors: green yellow blue black black black black black	 --	 ,
Port: 0	 1	 0	 1
I
Picture N 2 Name: biggermao
GIGI file: GIGIHAN	 -
Colors: black blue red magenta green yellow cyan white
Port: .3	 .7	 .2	 .8	 - -
GG >
^'^^^ RCLp.sTA
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Format: WHAT
OF POOR QUALITY
.	 _
Explanation: Prints out the name of the current picture. Useful when you
are not surr ihi ch picture is current. (Type HELP SHOW for more
i ,iformation on current iicture and show.) 	 WHAT does not
ciange anytiing in the show.	 --
t f f f f i f f f f f t t 1 f f f t f 1 f f f f f f t f* f f 4 t t f t f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f t 4 f f f f f f f t f f f f f f f f ♦• 	 -
Sample Session:
The symbols () are ised here to enclose what you type. Do not type them.
GG > (WHAT)
Current picture is "default"
GG > (OLD bigmap)
GG > (WHAT) i
Current picture is "bigmap"
GG >
• t f t f t f t R t f t t t f t t f t f t t f• t t f t f f f f L f t t f f t f f t f f t t t t t t t f f t f t t f f t t R t f t t t f f f f t f f f
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CAT Command
Format: CAT <catalog name>
ahere <catalog name is either PI 
	 or COLOR>
Exolanati3n: Lists the names of entries in a permanent library of GIGI Show —
-
either the picture library (PIC). which stores the saecifications f2r
p ictures which have been saved previously, or the color library
	 --
(COLOR) dhich stores color schemes stored previously.
f* i f f f^ f^ f f f 1 f t f f f^ f f R t ^ f^ f f f• f f f f^ t f f f!! f•• 1 f f f^ f f f f! f• f f f f• f^ t f! f f t f R* f f
Sample Session:
The syw:)ols O are used here to enclose what you type. Do not type them. - --
GG > (CAT PIC)
Catalog far PICLIB:
picturenare p
 bigmap
picturenaae. Hanove•NW
picturename. Hanover SE
GG > (CAT COLOR)
Catalog fir COLORLI3:
rainbow	 --
redscale
blues
GG >
♦• f• t f f f t t f f f f t R R f f f f f f f t f f f f R^ R f f f f• f• 4 f f 1 R^ f 4 f t f 4 f! f t f f f f f R R t f• f f f f t f ♦ * f f^ ^^---
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NEW C o mm a ri d	 OF POOR QUALITY
c	 Format: NEW <new picture name>
Where <new p icture name> represents a character string which has •	^-
f	 not already been used as the name of a picture in the current show.
Explanation: NEW is a request tc establish a new picture in the GIGI show.
It associates the name specified with one of the four places in the -
GIGI show (as long as there is one available). The new picture becoaes
t-ie current picture. Type HELP SHOW for further inforwation on "current
picture" and "sh o.i".
Note: There is a default current picture, but it is good p ractice always to
use the NEW or OLD command to set the current picture explicitly. ---
f t f f f t t t t! t t f f t t• 4 t t R t t t ^ t t t t t t t f t f t t f t 4 t t t t^ t t t t t f t t t t t t t t t f^ t A t• f f t• t^ A^^^ -- ---
Sample Session:	 --
(The sywb:)ls () are used here to indicate what you type. Do not type them.)
GG > (WHAT)
Current picture is "default"
GG > (NEW bigmap)
GG > (WHAT)
Current picture is "bigmap"
GG >
f t f t t 4 t t 4 t t t t f t t f t t f t t t t t f f 4 t t 4 t 1 t f t f t t t t t t t t t t f t t f f t t t t t f t t f t t 4 t f t t t t t t f f f f f
f 4 ^P-LQ. New
OK;LjiN :. pp,c-1
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F POOR QUAL ITYOLD Command	 0
Format: OLD cold picture name>
where cold p icture name> represents the name of a picture which n-
either in the current show or in the permanent picture library.
Explanation: The OLD command sets the current picture to be the one specified
after "OLD". If this picture is not already p resent in the
	 --
current GIGI show, it goes to the permanent p icture library to
find the picture specifications. and then establishes a spot far
the picture in the show and loads the specifications from the
Library into the shcd.
Note: There is a default current picture, but it is good p ractice aluays to
use either the OLD or the NEW command to establish the current pictur!
ex p licitly rather than depending on the default.
t R t 4 R f t f* f R 4 f t i i t f f• t• f t f R ^ f f t f f t^ t t t f^ R k i f t f 4 f R t^ t R t f 1 t• ♦# ^ R• t t i ♦ f f R f t 4 t f f f
Sample Session:	 -	 -	 -
(The symbols 0 are used here to indicate what you type. Do not type them.) —
GG > (WHAT)	 ---
Current of cture is "default"
	 - --	 -
GG > (OLD bigmap)
GG > (WHAT)
Current p icture is "bigmap"
	 --
GG >	 -
f R f f f! f f f R f f f f f f f!! f f R f f f t R f f f f f f f t f t f f t f 4 f 4 f f f! f f f^ f! t M• R R* R t t f t t ♦ fff f f R t f^ ♦ *-
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SAVE Command
	 ORIGINAL Pfi E L,,,,
Format: SAVE	
OF POOR QUALITY
	 -
or SAVE <pi c ture name>	 ^-
Where <picture name> re p resents the name of a p icture which is
in the current shod and not in the permanent p icture library.
EMplanati3n: Enters the specifications for a picture (that iso the p icture	 --
name. GIGI file name, port. and color scheme) into a permanent
picture library so they can be recalled at a subsequent time. The
picture name is the key to the specifications: no duplicate
p icture names are allowed in the library. To find out what names
are already in the library. type CAT PIC. 	 If no picture name is
soecified ii the SAVE command, the current picture is assumed.
if a name is specified. you can save a picture that is not the current
Dicture. If you do not know which picture is current. type WHAT 	 -
before you type SAVE.
The SAVE command does not have any effect on the current picture
or sho.i. (Type HELP SHOW for further information on current picture
aid show.)	 —
* * * * * * * * * * * * ! * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * It*  * * * * * . * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * -- -
Sample Session:
(The symbo is () are used here to enc lose shat you type. Do not type them.)
GG > (CAT PIC)
Contents of PICLIB:
picturename. bigmap
picturename. biggermap	 -
GG > (WHAT)
Current pi cture is "l itt lemap"	 --
GG > (SAVE_)
GG > (CAT PIC)
Contents ^f PICLI8:
picturenameo bigmap
picturename, biggermap
picturenameo l i t t lemap
GG >
* * * * * . t * * * . * * * . * * * * * f * * * * * * * * * * * * 4 * . * * * * * * * * * * * * * f * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * --
rJ,  )^ [ L P, s A v
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PURGE Command
	 OF POOR CEO^^ l^"Y
Format: PURGE
or PURGE <pi cture name>
	
- i - -
where <picture name> represents the name of a picture in the
current show.
Explanation: Removes the picture designated from the current show. Useful
if the show is overcrowded or if one picture is a hopeless mess.
If no picture name is p resento the current picture is assumed. If
you are not sure which picture is the current picture * type dHAT
before you type PURGE. Note that when a picture name is present•
you can purge a picture cther than the current picture without
affecting the current picture.
For further information on current picture and show• type HE_ P SHOW.	 -
4 f 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 f 4 4 4 4 t f f 4 4 4 4 f f f f 1 f f f 4 f f R f 4 f R f R 4 f 4 4 4 4 f f f f 4 4 4 f 4 f 4 4 f 4 4 4 4 f f 4 4 4 f f 4 4 4
	 -
Sample Session:
(The symbDls () are used here to enclose what you type. Do not type them.)
GG > (STATUS)
Picture #1 Name: bigmap
Picture #2 Name: lit tlemap
.. .
GG > ( P JR;E bigmap)	 -
GG > (STATUS)
Picture N 1 Name: Littlemap
	 —
GG >
t f f 4 1 4 f f f k f 4 f f f f f f f f f f f f k f f k f f 1 f f f f f f f f • f f f f 4 f f f f• f f 4 f f R 4 f ♦ 4 R f k f k f R k 4 f f 4
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GET Cormand
Format: GET <filenane>
where <f i Len ame> represents the name of a data file in the DCTS1 	 1	 -
computer.	 1
Expanation: Specifies the data to be used to create a picture. The name of
tie data file must be known before running the GIGI shows , and the
file must be in one of three formats: ransom access numerics,
standard raw data formats, or GIGI format. (Ty p e HELP FORMATS for
more details on formats). If the data is not already in the final
GIGI format. the GET command will prompt for further information
so it can put it in GIGI format. (Type HELP LEGEND for details
on this procedure.)	 The default data used in GIGI show is a	 —
43 by 30 pixel area of downtown Hanover Landsat Band 7 data.
A R t f t f t f f 1 f f t f t t t tf 4. 4 4• f t f t f f f f f f t f f f f t 1 f f f f t R t t f f f t f t 4 i f t f f f t f f f f t t f f f f
Sample Session:
The symbol s 0 are .rsed here to enclose what you type. do not type them.	 ---
GG > (STATUS)	 —
Picture #1 Name: ...
GIGI file: GIGIHAN
GG > (GET GIGIMAP)
GG > (STATUS)
Picture N1 Name: ...
	 —
GIGI file: GIGIMAPP 	 . 0 .
GG >
The above is a sample where the data file named is in the final GIGI format:
if it was noto, there would be further prompts as outlined in HELP LEGEND.
f f t f t t f f f f t t f f t f R f t f 4 f f f t t f t f f t f f t t t f f f f f f t f t f t 4 t f i t t t 4 t f t i f f f t t 4 R f f f 4 t f^ f
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COLOR Command
Format: COLOR <color scheme type>
where <color scheme ty p e> is NEW, OLD• or DEF.
Explanation: Assiqns colors to the GIGI display categories of the current
picture. NEVI indicates that you are creating a new color scheme for
the data (It will prompt you for this),, OLD indicates use of a color ---
scheme saved p reviously in the permanent color library, and DE 	 sets the
color scheme to the default: black• blue• red magenta * green, yellow•
cyan, white (in that order). There are eight colors to choose from when
creating a new color scheme -- they are listed in the last sentence.
Sample Session:	 --
The symbols () are used here to enclose what you type. Do not type them.
GG > (STATUS)
Picture N 1 Name: ...
Colors: black blue red magenta green yellow cyan white
GG > (COLOR NEW)
Enter a color for each category. Valid colors are:
red, green, blue, magenta, cyan, yello4o black, white.
For ► orest ? (green)
For open ? (yellow)
For water? (blue)
GG > (STATUS)
Picture N 1 Name ...
Colors: green yellow blue black black black black black
GG >
• # f # # f # f # # t # f t # f f # # # # # # # 4 4 # # # 4 ^ # # # # ^ # f # # # # # # # f f # # 4 # R # 4 # # # # # # # f # # # # # # # # # #
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PUT Command
	 OF POOR QUALITY
Format: PJT <port soecification>
where <port spec ification> is either OWN or WHOLE, or a half
screen (UPPER, LOWER, LEFT, or RIGHT) or a quarter screen
(JPPER LEFT, etc.)
Explanation: Indicates where the current picture is to be dis p layed on	 -"
the screen. (This locaticn is called its "port".) Using OWN• you ca'I
s p ecify the port exaclty using horizontal and vertical coordinates.
(Assume that the origin of the coordinate system is at the lower
Left hand corner of the screen, and that the screen is one unit
hiqh and one unit elide.) WHOLE indicates that the port is to be the
whole screen. UPPER, LOWER, LEFT, and RIGHT are used alone to
	 -
s p ecify half screens and in combination to specify quarter screens.
The default port is the whole screen.
Warning: When there is more than one picture in the show* be
careful not to specify p orts which overlap -- only the most recently
displayed p icture will appear -- the ones before it in the overlap
area will be obliterated.
	 -
Another warning: if you type PUT LOWER UPPER or PUT LEFT RIGHT•
the whole GIGI show will blow up and you will have to start from
scratch.
f f• t f t f R f t fff f t t t f f• f f f f f t f t f t f t f f f 4 f f f f f f f f t t f f t t 4" t t t ♦ f t f Riff f t t t t t t t t t t t t
Sample Session:
(The syrbols () are used here to enclose what you type. Do not ty p e them.)
GG > (STATUS)
Picture # 1: Name...
Port: ]	 1	 0	 1
GG > (PUT LOWER LEFT)
GG > (STATUS)
Picture N 1: Name ...
Port: ]	 .5	 0	 .5
GG > (PUT OWN)
Enter values for port (left, right, bottom, top).
Assume that the screen is one unit high and one unit wide,
with the Drigin at the lower left corn..r
? (.2,.7..3..3)
GG > (STATUS)
Picture N 1: Name ...
Port: .7.	 .7	 .3	 .P
GG >
t f fff f 1 f f f f•• f f f f f•• f f f f f f f f f•• f f f••• f.•• f f f f• t. f f f f f f f f• f G 1
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Format: R : NAME <revised picture name>
where <revised picture narre> represents a character strinq rhich hal
not already been used as a picture name in the current show.
Explanation: Allows you to qive a revised name to the current picture. Unlike
the NEVI command#, it does not establish a new p icture in the sh3w; ..
-it just changes the name of the current picture. Useful if you find
that the name of the current picture has already been used Sn the
pit ture l ib rary.- but you want to save it.
Type HELP SHOW for an explanation of "current picture" and "sh3w"
R f R R R f t R R f f f R f f f t R R f f R 4 f f R f R 4 f R t R f t R f R f f f R 4 4 4 4 R A f R R A A R R R f f R A 4 R A A R R f R R f t A A R f A
Sample Session:
(The symbols () are used here to indicate what you ty p e. Do not type them.)
GG > (WHAT)
Current picture is "bigmap"
GG > (REN4ME biggernap)
GG > (WHAT )
Current pi cture is "biggermap"
GG >
t f f t f R f t t R f R f f f t R f f f f f 1 4 • f f f 4 R f R f f R f • f f f f.• R f R f R R 4 f R A R t t• f R R f R A R A f A A A A •IRA ► A
F+c LP, RED	
--
-),I
PAINT Command
Forma t : 0 ; INT	 ORIGINAL PACE 69
or PAINT ALL
	
OF POOR QUALITY
Explanation: Once the specifications for a picture are set. you can use the
PAINT comma'id to display the picture. PAINT alone dis p lays the
c.rrrent picture only. PAINT ALL displays the whole show. (Type
HELP SHOW for an explanation of pictures and show.
Warning: there i s no way to break out of the "painting" without making the
whole show collapse. This is annoying if the painting is going 	 —
slowly, but that is the way the cookie crumbles at this point.
Type HELP GIGI for an explanatin of some of the hardware limitations-----
of the GIGI terminal.
f ♦ f f 1 f f f / f f f. f f f 1 ♦ f M f f• f • R f f f R f f f f f f •fff f f f fff f ♦ f f ♦ f f f 4 f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f 4 f f*•
Sample Session:
(The synbols () are used here to enclose what you type. Do mat ty p e them.4-
GG > (PAINT)"—
(The screen will clearP and after a slight pause p the legend will print out
on the left side of the port. the title of the data at the top,, and then the
p icture will print 3uto pixel by pixels !eft to right• top to bottom)
GG >
f f f• f f f f f f fff fff •• f/ fff • f f f • f f 1 f f f f f f f• f f f• fff • f f fffff f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f fffff R
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S T OP ; omma nd
Format: STOP	
ff
r
Explanation: STOP stops the GIGI Shoo and returns you to the DCTS monitor.
f f f f f f f 1^ f f f f f f f ^ f R f f^!^ f f f f 1 f•^ ♦ f f f f f f f f• f f f f f^ f f^ f f f^ f f r f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f f
Sample Session:
(The sywbols 0 are used here to indicate what you ty p e. Do not type them.)
GG > (STO')
ff ff ffff f• R.f.*f *Mf* f *f! f •t1/f f f.fff •f^Rf ^f ff^R/f fff^f ♦ ff ♦ fff •fffflff ffffff f---
f-kG NULP. Sro
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Format: ERASE
Ex p lanation: ERASE merely clears the screen. It has no effect on the current t
Picture or shod. It is useful if one picture has been displayed
and yoj want to eliminate it while you specify another.
: ampte  Session:
(Input from the terminal is enclosed in the symbols (). Do not type them/)
GG > (ERASE)
	 -- --
(screen clears)
GG >
•1 •••••• •• ••• /1. 1 •f1 •• 11 • •• • ••f• ••• ► ••• 1 • •• ••f •1•••••• If •••••• ••^ ^•^Rf f••^•f
F ',L^ YELP. ERA
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RESFT Command
Formats RESET
	
..I	 I L
Ex p lanation: Clears out the current GIGI shod and starts over * just as if you; I
had started the p rogram from scratch. Useful if your whole shod
is a hopeless Tess and you want to start over without have to
RUN the system again.
Sample Session;
(The symbols 0 are used here to indicate what you ty p e. Do not ty p e them.)
GG > (RESET)
(screen clears)
	 ---
GIGI Shod here ! Type HELP at any "GG	 for help.
GG >
^#')t HELP,  R ES
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The intent of this project was to develop a system for the analysis
of digital Landsat data. The design criteria required that the system
should be user friendly, "bomb-proof", and very flexible.
At the present time the system contains operational histogram,
greyscale, and linear stretch routines as well as a routine for printing
the raw numerical data (reflectance values). Present plans call for the
implementation of ratio, smoothing, and contrast enhancement routines in
the near future. A classification routine should also be available reason-
ably soon.
The present data base is somewhat limited at the present time.
All that is available is a 100 x 100 pixel grid centered on Hanover, N.11.
Data for all four Landsat multispectral bands is available. The system can
handle this data in up to 50 x 50 sections. The size of the section as
well as its position in the data base can be determined completely by
the user.
A number of improvements aside from adding more routines and im-
proving the existing ones need to be made. The method for getting the data
off tape and into a useable format is still somewhat roarh and needs 1
to increase its reliability. The user interface also needs to be expai
to handle the user who is using, the system for the first time. The sy
as a whole is very experimental and likely to remain so for some time
D-1
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During the initial designing, of DR7SS (Dartmouth REmote Sensing
System) a few parameters were used as general guidelines. The system had
to be user friendly, "bomb-proof", and flexible. The first two parameters,
of course, are intimately corrected in the functioning of the system. At
all points in the user interface where the user is requested to supply
information provisions must be made to ensure that the information re-
cieved will not cause the system to halt due to error. Thif	 accomplished
by rather extensive use of SELECT/CAS7 structures which ckecis that the
Information fitswithin the zllowable range. If the information is not
valid, the user is told so, told why, and asked to try again. Undoubtedly
there is information which would be accept by the system which would cause
It to halt since it is impossible to cover all cases. The system does how-
ever approach the desired effect of not allowing; the user to supply in-
appropriate information as well as telling them why it is inappropriate.
The guidelines of being user friendly and "bomb-proof" dictated the amount
and style of the user interface. The guideline of flexibility dictates the
overall structure of the system.
The desire with flexibility was two fold. The user should be
allowed to run any of the available routines on a data set,in any order,
any number of times as well as be able to choose a new data set at any time
without leaving the system. On a different level, the system as a whole
should lend itself to modification and improvement with a minimal amount
of disruption to the structure of the system.
The first parameter was met through the use of a group of nested
D
r'
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DO-I,OOI 's in the main ,progmin DES' „^S, This, structure allows the uner unlimited
flexibility in the use of available routines and data. The only constraint
is that one routine must finish running before another one is initiated.
The second parameter is hancll ed by the overall structure of the
system, that is one main program which calls a series of sub-routines to
perform an operation. If one of the routines needs to be modified slighlty
only the operations and corresponding information routines are affected.
The main program and other subroutines remain untouched. Also if a new
operation -outine is added to the system only the subroutine which lists
the available routines and the S.a, , CT/rA SF structure in tho main program
need to be altered. Therefore a routine which may or may not work can be
incorporated into the system for debugging without hurting the overall
effectiveness of the system.
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Figure I is a flow chart depicting the logic of the main program
DRESS. It is not truly rerresentative of the present system in that the
seperate libraries QUESTLIB, DATALIB, and SUBLIB have not yet been set up
and all of the sub-routines are held collectively in one library on user
number *22218E. If the system works sufficently well and proves useful and
•	 continues to expand it may be worthwhile to set the whole thing up in a
seperate library on dcts devoted wholely to the system. Also the provision
shown in the chart for saving output in a file in DATALIB has not yet been
Implemented. It is in QUESTLIB and SUBLIB that modifications to the system
take place.
The programs and sub-routines which currently make up the system
are z
DRESS - This is the main program which has the sole function of
asking the user user what routine they would like to perform on the data
set. It provides the framework for calling all of the information and op-
eration routines as well as the structure for runninP a number of routines
or using a number of data sets.
DATAQST - This routine asks the user to supply information defining;
the data net(s) they wish to access. ::t the present time it only allows
information for one data set to be supplied.
f
FP
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DATAF'IND - 'I'M-,, routine rel levrn the d;%L1 set0n) requested by the
user in DATAQST and places it in a two dimensional array for use in sub-
sequent routines. When provisions for ratioinp, and classification are im-
plemented this, as well as DATAQST, will be expended to handle any number
of data sets up to four depending on the needs of the user. Subsequent
improvements will allow the created arrays to be saved in sperate files
in DATALIB so DATAFIND will not need to be run continuously if an extended
amount of work is to be done on a single data set or group of data sets.
At the present time DATAFIND must be run everytime that the main program
DRESS is initiated.
PROr'LIST - This is simply a list and brief description of available
routines.
DATALIST - This routine takes the raw numerical data in the array
created by DATAFIND and prints it in matrix form at the terminal.
rRLYQST - At the moment this routine simply asks if the user
would like to perform a linear stretch on the data and if so what upper
and lower bounds they wish to impose on the data. As the ratio, smoothing,
and contrast enhancement routines become operational this routine will
become more extensive.
CR',-YSCL - This is the heart of the operational part of the system
right now. The CRJ:YSCL routine prints a single overprint greyscale of the
requested data and can be stretched according, to the desires of the user.
•	 D-5
It presently uses ten deg reos of brlrhtnesr,, In the (, reyrcale print. In the 	 i
future it will be possible to ratio, smooth, and contrast enhance the data.
HISTCRM - This routine prints a histogram of the data set breaking
the data into groups with bandwidths of five reflectance units. (resulting
in 26 "gates")
ANSWER - This is a small sub-routine used to check the reply to
a question requesting a "yes" or "no" answer.
CAPCON - This is a sub-routine used to convert all letters to upper
case to cut down on the amount of code needed in situations where the user
can respond with more then three valid responses.
The following sample runs demonstrate the functioning; of DRMS.
DRESS was written in BASIC? and can be run either by typing:
OLD DRrSS
RUN
if the user is logged on to user number 222187 or by typing:
OLD '222187,:DRCSS
RUN
If the user is on a different user number. The main program as
well as the sub-routines were saved with a password (RENS TIEN) and any
permanent changes must be replaced with that password.
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